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On-The-Fly (OTF) ambigu@ tesolution is affècted by many b r s  such as sateIlite 

geometry and the distance between the monitor and mver receivers. These effects are 

investigated and are used to develop a new a p a c h  to increase the reliability and 

decrease the time rrquued to resoive the integer ambiguities. This method malces use of 

two rover receivers, h m  which severai constrauits can be formed incIuding the length of 

a baseline, heading, pitch, and arnbiguities. Along with a height constraint, the 

usefblness of each consiraint is assessed individually as well as collectively by analyzing 

several sets of field and marine data Also, by using more than one monitor, the t h e  to 

ambiguity resolution can be decreased fkther. A condition adjustment is implemented to 

make w of the multiple monitor station information. It was found that by using two 

rovers, three monitors, and all possible constraints in a marine enviro~lrnent, the time to 

ambiguity resolution couid be reduced by approximately 79%. Finally, the performance 

of the Least squares AMBiguity Adjusûnent (LAMBDA) is investigated. 
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NOTATION 

i) Conventions 

a) Matrices are representd by uppa case bold letters. 

b) Vectors are repmsented by lower case boM letters. 

c) The foUowing operators are de- as: 

x the s u p h p t  - denotes a Kaiman prediction 

x derivative with respect to thne 

N" matrk inverse 

A single difference betweem receivers 

V singie difference between sateIlites 

VA double diBirence between receiverç and satellites 

f( ) fiuictionof 

i adjusted value 

vector of observations (nxl), 

staxe vector (wl), 

number of observations, 

number of unknowns, 

number of mathematical rnodels, 

design matrix (mxu), 

observation design matrix (mw), 

correction vector (ml), 

residual vector (ml), 

misciosme vector (ml), 

normai matrix (uxu), 



double dinermce integer ambigu& 

state covariance matrix (UXU), 

obsmation covariance manix (Ixl), 

dyaamics mattix (wu), 

forcing fimction (inrl), 

transition matrix (mu) , 

d e r  phase in cycles, 

standard deviation, 

vector containing system white noise (uxl), 

system process noise (uxu), 

identity ma* 

Kalman gain matrk (un), 

degrees of fÎeedom, 

innovation sequence, 

meanned pseudorange in metres, 

geometric range in metres, 

orbital error in metres, 

speed of light in metrrs/second, 

satellite clock emor in seconds, 

receiver ciock error in seconds, 

ionospherk euor in metns, 

tropospheric m r  in metres, 

code noise and multipath in metres, 

phase noise and multipath in metres, 

carrier phase observable in metns, 

wavelength in metres, 

prime vertical radius in metres, 



2) Acronyms 

AFM 

AS 

CfA code 

DOP 

FASF 

GPS 

LAMBDA 

OTF 

P code 

RDOP 

SA 

WGS 

firsteccentricity, 

iower triangular matrix, 

diagonal matrk, 

transfonnation- 

~ o r m e d  ambiguity states. 

Ambiguity Function Mahod 

Anti-Spoofhg, 

Conse Acquisition code, 

Dilution of Recision, 

Fast Ambiguity Search Filter, 

Global Positioning System, 

Least squares AMBiguïty Decorrelation Adjusmient, 

On The Fly, 

b i s e  code, 

Relative Dilution of Precision, 

Selective Availability, 

World Geodetic System. 



CHAPTER1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Over the past several years, the demand for centimetre level positioning and navigation 

has been growing exponentially and is expeaed to keep gtowing at a similar pace @aich, 

1990). Severai applications of such high accuracy positioning requirements in a marine 

environment include dredging ( F d g e  et al. 1995), hydrographie m e y i n g  (Burgess and 

Frodge 1992, Kielland and Hagglund 1995), and water leveling and tide monitoring 

(Lachapedie et al. 1994, Hamada et al. 1996). 

One of the systems which can provide such accufacies is the Global Positioning System 

(GPS) which is a satellite-based, ai l  weather, line-of-sight radio-navigation systern. This 

system was developed by the United States Department of Defense as a replacement of 

the Transit Navy Navigation Satellite System and became fblly operational in 1994 

(Parkinson et al., 1995). 

The GPS satellite consteUation consists of 24 sateIlites in six nearly circular orbits (Weils 

et. ai., 1987). Each sateIlite broadcasts on two kquencia, L l  at 1575.45 MHz and L2 at 

1227.6 MHz. Both the Co- Acquisition (UA) code and the Recise (P) code are 

moddated ont0 the L1 d e r ,  while only the P code is moddated ont0 the L2 carrier. In 

order to make range measurements, a receiver replicates tbeK codes and the time delay 

between the received signal and the replicated signai is multipiied by the speed of light 

and transiated hto a pseudomge observation. This pseudorange can be used for 

positioning, however, in order ta achieve higher accuracies, carrier phase observations 



m u t  be used. The major drawback of using the carrier phase for positioning is that the 

receiver can ody mcaane the integrated Doppler, which d t s  in a phase measurement 

To convert this phase into a range, the n u m k  of integer cycles W e e n  the satefite and 

the receiva must be known. This number of cycles is commonly referred to as the 

integer ambiguity (Lachapelle et al., 1992). 

Because the L1 carrier wavelength is quite small (Le. 19 cm), the resolution of these 

integer ambiguities is not a trivial task. ln order to resolve the correct integer, the 

position shouid be lmown to an accuracy of slightly better than half a wavelength. 

Generally, this is not the case and other means of deteimining this arnbiguity must be 

used (Lachapeile et al., 1992). Traditiody, this ambiguity was detemined by 

remainiag stationary at a given point for a long enough @od of time such that the m r s  

averaged out and the estimated ambipuities could simply be rounded to the nearest 

integer (Landau and Euler, 1992). Although this method works, it is quite tedious as it 

may require several hours of static initiakation., which is not acceptable in many 

applications. For example, if a ship required centimetre accuracy positioning, it could not 

simply stop and remain static long enough to resolve the ambiguities. Many different 

methods for kinematic ambiguity resolution have been proposed including the Fast 

Ambiguity Search Filter (Chen and Lachapeile, 1994), extrawidelaning (Wubbena, 1989), 

least squam search (Hatch, 1990), and the hbiguity Function Metbod (Counselman 

and Goiwvitch, 1981 and Mader, 1990). Of these methods, ail except the Ambiguity 

Function Method (whkh caa be searched in the position domain) search through a set of 

possible integer ambiguity sets and try to determine the comct set based upon some type 

of statistical criterion. 

This stat isî id criterion is g e n d y  based on the assumption that ali arms effecting the 

measurements are Gaussian. Uafortunately, tb is  is not the case. One method to aid in 

both the reduction of these non-Gaussian ema as well as act as quaiity control checks is 



to use more than two receiven. That is, instead of only usïng one monitor and one mver 

receiver, two rovas could be useci, or more than one monitor station wuld be used. By 

using more than one mm, several constraints can be f o d  *ch can speed up the tirne 

to arnbiguity iesolution as weli as act as checks on the chosen integer ambiguities. More 

than one monitor receiver can be used to help d u c e  the e f f i  of muitipath and receiver 

noise (Raques 1997). These two approaches am closely examine& 

The objective of this thesis is to investigate ambiguity resolution on the fly, with 

particular attention given to the marine environment. Although ambiguity resolution in a 

marine environment has been successfully implemented, several problems were 

encountered. In partidsr, Frodge et ai. (1995) had problems resolving the integer 

ambiguities under conditions in wtiich poor geornetry prevded. The main results of this 

problem were very long times to arnbiguity resolution as well as incoerect integer 

ambiguity resolution in some cases. Carrier phase mulapath has also been shown (Shi 

and Cannon, 1995) to be a hindrance when attempting to resolve integer ambiguities on 

the fly. 

The main focus of this thesis is to investigate methods to decrease the amount of tirne 

recpired for integer ambiguity resolution as well as increase the reliability of this pmcess. 

The methoàs to be implemented are the multiple mver and multiple monitor station 

approaches. By using multiple monitor stations, several constcaints including a badine, 

heading, pitch, and ambiguity constraints can be formed. In a marine environment, some 

height information is ofien available, which can a h  be used as a cotlStraiL1t. The effect 

of each c o d t  on ambiguity resolntion is investigated under both ideal and reduced 

satefite constellations using field data. By adding more thaa one monitor station, 

muitipath and receiver noise can also be reduced (Raquet, 1996). This method will also 

be implemented and the results discussed. The effect of a combined multiple monitor and 

multiple rover station configuration on integer ambiguity resolution is also investigated. 



Before these aigorit)Yns are studied, howwer, the effects of the monitor rover separation 

is investigated for both the L1 ody okrvabIe and the widelane observable. 

Chapter two of this thesis bridy describes the GPS obsewables, iacluding differenced 

observables, linear combinations, and some of the enor sources present in GPS 

observables. The e m t  sources discussed include the ionosphere, the troposphere, 

multipath, Anti-Spfing (AS) and Selective Availabiiity (SA). 

Chapter three $ives some of the basic concepts behind On The Fly (OTF) ambiguity 

resolution approaches. The basic mathematics involved in least squares and Kalman 

filtering are d e s c n i  followed by a brief explmation of different search strategies and 

distinguishhg tests. Seved different OTF approaches are ais0 discussed. 

Chapter four examines OTF ambiguity resolution as a fiinction of satellite geometry and 

the separation between monitor and rovet stations. 

Chapters five and six present the theory, implementation, and results of ushg several 

different constraints to aid the ambiguity resolution process. These constraints inciude 

heading, pitch , baseline, and ambiguity constraints, which are implemented by usïng two 

rover receivers as opposed to only one. The effect of a height constraint is also 

investigated. 

Chaptet 7 extends the multiple receiver concept to iaclude several monitor stations as 

weli as the two rover stations. Again, the theory and test d t s  are discussed. 



Chapter 8 takes a look at the affect of the Laist squares AMbiguity Decorrelation 

Adjustment (LAMBDA) on the time to integer ambiguity resolutiotl It is combined with 

the Fast Ambiguity Search Filter (FASF) and compared against the FASF only methad 

Finally, chapter 9 nmimariaes the g e n d  conclusions and re!comrnendatiom. 



GPS OBSERVABLES AND ERROR SOURCES 

Ambiguity resolution on the fly is afEe*ed by severai different em>r sources including 

rnultipath, troposphmc -or, ionospheric error, and receiver noise. Multipath and 

atmosphenc mrs can cause the estimated ambiguities to be biased. If these biases 

becorne too large, the search for the comct întegers may faü. because of the assumption 

of Gaussian enors. In this chapter, the GPS observables are desaibed foUowed by a brief 

discussion of each of the above error sources. 

2.1 GPS Observables 

There are three fûndamental obsemables available f b m  GPS: pseudorange, M e r  phase, 

and instantaneous Doppler (Wells et al., 1987). The code pseudorange is a measure of 

the time required for the signal to travel h m  the satellite to the receiver. This 

measmement also includes the emr due to the offset of the receiver clock fkom GPS 

time, thus it is d e d  a pseudorauge as opposed to a range. The integrated carrier phaw 

measurement is d e  on the beat fkquency. Ihe beat fkquency is the Merence 

between the receiver generated refamce fkquency and the actual nceived fkquency. 

Finally, the iastantaneous Doppler observable is a meanin of the fkquency shift between 

the actual and receiver replicaied signais. Depending on the application, any combination 

of these data types can be cokcted GPS satefites transmit on two muencies, L1 

(1575.42 MHz) and L2 (1227.6 MHz), of which the C/A code is modulated only on L1 

while the P code is modulated on both frequencies (Parkinson, 1996). Pnsently, the P 

code is being encrypted by the United States Department of Defense (see Chapter 2.3 S). 



Mathematically, the pseudorange observable is fmulated as foilows (Wells et al., 1987) 

p =p+dp+c(dt-dT)+d, +dm +e, (2- 1) 

where p 

P 

dp 

C 

dt 

dT 

d, 

EP 

is the r n d  pmdorange in me-, 

is the geometric range in metres, 

is the orbital error in metres, 

is the speed of light in metres/second, 

is the satellite clock error in seconds, 

is the receiver clock enor in seconds, 

is the ionospheric emn in metres, 

is the tropospheric error in metres, 

is the receiver code noise plus multipath in metres. 

In the above equation, there are four UIlCtIlow~ls, the three components of the user position 

and the receiver clock error. Thus, assuming that all other errors are either rernoved by 

modelling or are zero mean, at least four pseudoranges must be observed in order to 

obtain a solution. 

The carrier phase observable is very sHnilat to the pseudorange observable, Le. 

@ =p+dp+c(dt-d~)+kN-dim +dm +a, 

where @ is the observed inte&rated carrier phase in me-, 

I is the wavelength in metres, 

N is the integer ambiguity, 

is the receiver carrier phase noise plus multipath in metres. 

The integer ambiguity can be conceptuaiized as the integer number of wavelen@ 

between the satefite and the receiver. 

Finally, the instantaneous I)oppler observable can be expressed as 

&=b+dp+c(di-d~)-d, +dm +te 



where the dots repment the derivatives with respect to time. 

Although the above observables d e s c r i i  in equations 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 are similar in 

many respects, several differences should be noted. Firstiy, the ionospheric correction is 

negative for the phase and Doppler observables and positive for the pseudorange 

observable. This is due to the fact thaî in the ionosphm the code is delayed, while the 

phase is advanced by the same amout. A h ,  the pseudorange observable is absolute 

while the d e r  phase is ambiguous due to the existence of the ambiguity term. The 

code noise is g e n d y  less than 1% of the chippbg rate (Le. O m  for CIA and <0.3m for 

P code) while the phase noise is normally (1% of the wavelength (i.e. a).002m). 

Instantaneous Doppler in often used for velocity determination though it can also be w d  

for position information. F W y ,  imlike the phase observable, the pseudorange and 

Doppler observables are not affected by cycle slips, thus, the Doppler can also be used for 

cycle slip detection. 

In an attempt to reduce the emrs in positioning results using equations 2.1,2.2, and 23,  

a derived type of diffetenced observation can be fomied which eliminates and 

significantly reduces several of the mors. By taking the difference between observations 

fkom two diffmnt receivers but the same satellite, the sateliite clock error, dt, is 

completely eljminated while the atmospheric and orbital ermrs are sipniticantly reduced. 

The amount of reduction depends on the spaîial distance between the two stations. As the 

distance incfea~es, so do the residual differential errors. 

This method is cornmonly r e f d  to as differential GPS and is used for relative 

positioning of one receiver with respect to another. If the coordinates of one receiver are 

known, the relative coordinates can be detemineci using this method. The station with 

known coordinates is ofien referred to as a monitor, base, or reference station, while the 

station to be positioned is referred to as the remote or rover station. 



The deriveci observabIe, hown as a single difference between receivers, is tepresented by 

the A symbol. Dinerencing equaîion (2. l), the followiag equation is fomied: 

Ap=Ap+Adp+cMT+Ad, +Ad, +&,. (2-4) 

In this quafion, the sateliite dock, ionospheric, tmpospheric, and orbital errors are 

reduced By further difficing the obsavsbles betweea satellites (see Figure 24, the 

receiver clock enor temn is aiso eliminaUd and the double difference equations 

(represented by AV ) becorne 

AVp = AVp + AVdp + AVd, + AVd, + AVE,, (2-5) 

AV@ = AVp + AVdp + kAVN - AVd, + AVd, t AVE, (2-6) 

and A V & = A V ~ + A V ~ ~ - A V ~ , + A V ~ , + A V ~ ,  (2-7) 

One major drawback of difFerencing obs~atiom is that the noise term is multipIied by 

f i  every time a difference is @omd Thus, for a double Werence obsemation, the 

noise is multiplied by a factor of 2. 

The main advantage of the double difference observation is that the receiver clock errors 

are eliminated 

2.2 Phase Combinations 

Aside fiom the dexived single and double différence observables, several different 

derived phase observables can be formed if both L 1 and L2 frequencies are available. Of 

these derived pbaK combinations, the most cornmon include the widelane, the 

narrowlane, and the ionosphere fiee ob~mable (Borge, 1996). 



Figure 2.1 Double Difference Obsemation 

In general, a phase combination c m  be fomed ushg the equation 

4, =i4, +», 
where 4, is the measured d e r  phase on L 1 in cycles, 

and 4, is the muisurcd Camer phase on L2 in cycles. 

Table 2.1 shows the relationship between i and j for several possible observables where 

f,, and f,, are the L1 aud L2 carrier muencies respeaively (Borge, 1996). Note that 

each combination wrresponds to a diffant wavelength. 

Disadvantages of using these combinations are the hincased phase noise and the 

requirement for dual fkequency receivers. The noise due to a phase combination can be 

f o d  using tâe covariance law, Le. 

where bij is the wavelength of the üwar combination, a: aad G: are the variances in 

cycles of the L1 and U observables respectively, and as is the standard deviation of the 



phase combinations in metres. Thus, of the combinations presented in Table 2.1, the 

nanowlane has the smallest amount of noise, 

One of the chanicteristics of some of the phase combinations is the odd-even ambiguity 

relatiomhip (Borge, 1996). When the ambiguities have been found for particdar phase 

combinations, in certain cases the ambiguites of a diffetent phase combination can often 

be known to be either even or od4 whichever the known ambiguities are. This 

relatiomhip exists between the widelane and narrowlane, as well as the -7/9 lane and the 

widelane. Thus, if the widelane ambiguities are known, the narrowlane ambiguhies caa 

be found if the positional accuracy is known within +1 mw1ane cycle as opposed to 

f 1 / 2 a cycle. 

Table 2.1 Derived Observables 

The most cornmoniy used combinations are the widelane and ionospheric fiee 

observables. The widelane is typicaily used because it has a much longer wavelength, 

without adding a large amomt of noise (as the -7/9 lane). Thus, the widelane allows for 

ambiguity resolution quicker than if a single freqyency is used. The ionospheric IÏee 

obsemable is used when there is a large separaiion between monitor and rover stations. 

As the name suggests, the major advantage is that the effects of the ionosphcm are 

removed. The disadvantage, however, is that the ambiguities do not retain their integer 

properties, thus, ambiguity resolution is not possible (Leick, 1995). 

O bservabie 

Widehe  (O ,,, ) 

NaRowlaIle ( O  1.1 

Ionosphere Free (4 ,,-,, ) 

9 -73  

1 

I 

I 

fA 
f& - f& 

-7 

j Wavelength (m) 

- 1 

1 

- r,, f, 
f; - fft 

9 

0.862 

0.107 

0.190 

14.663 



As show above, GPS observables are affected by many mirent errors. The mors 

which effect OTF ambiguity resolution discussed below, dong with methods of 

reducing these ewrs when appIicabIe. 

23.1 Muitipath 

Multipath is defined as ''the phenornena whereby a signai arrives at a receiver via 

multiple paths" (Qiu, 1993). It can be caused by almost any teflective surface near the 

antenna (see Figrne 2.2). A complete description of multipath and its properties c m  be 

found in Braasch (1996). 

Figure 23 Muitipath 

For short baselines (Le. 4 0  km), multipath is usudy the largest mor source which 

impedes ambiguity resolutioa Under severe multipath conditions, errors can reach 1 

wavelength (i.e. 1 chip length) for code observations or 114 of a wavelength for phase 



observations Such conditions can have varyirig effêcts includuig loss of phase lock, 

reduced signal to noise ratio, and increased observation noise (Abidin, 1990). 

Recently, improvemmt bas been made in receïva design to reduw the effect of muitipaîh 

in code measurements Such improvements include the namw comlator spacing (Van 

Deirendonck et al. 1992), Multipath Eliminadion Technology (MET) (Townsend and 

Fenton, 1994) and Multipath Estimating Delay Lock Lmps (MEDLL) (van Nee et al. 

1994, Townsend a al. 1995). A cornparison of these technologies has been done by 

Lachapelle et al. (1996) dernonstratiog the improvement h m  conventional receivers in 

the marine environment. The MEDLL technology, as well as a deconvolution approach 

(Kumar and Lau, 1996), have been fond to reduce code multipath by as much as 75%, 

dependhg on the multipath delay (Tomsad and Fenton, 1994). By reducing these 

multipath exrors, the GPS position solution can convage to the correct solution quicker 

than if these mors are larger. 

The effects of carrier phase muitipath on both position accuracies and double Merence 

measurement residuals is shown in Shi and Cannon (1995). It was found that the phase 

multipath could result in a bias Iüce position m r  (up to 10 cm in height) as weii as cause 

the residuals to i n m e  to as much as severai centimetres for a very short baseLine (<50 

m). For the tests conducteâ, it was concluded that multipath was the main enor source 

for the airborne GPS positioning. 

The simplest approach to reducing multipath is to avoid muitipath environments. This 

can be done by choosing receiver sights which are clear of any structures that codd cause 

multipath. Also, choke rings and ground planes have been fomd to be quite effective for 

reducing muitipaîh (LachapeHe, 1989). M e r  extemai methods of reducing rndtipath 

effects include filtering using the carrier phase measutements (Hatch, 1982) and a 

multiple reference station technique (Raquet, 1996). The method o f  canier phase 



smoothing duces the code multipath by xnaking use of the camier phase, which is 

affected much less by multipath in cornparison to the code. The method of using multiple 

reference stations (discussed in more detail in Chapter 7) reduces both phase and code 

multipath as weil as aûnospheric e f f i  because the e n o ~  are smoothed throughout the 

reference network 

233 Tmpospheric Ermr 

The troposphere is the portion of the atmosphere extending up to 60 km above the earth's 

suiface. ApproxîmateIy 80090% o f  the delay is due to the wet portion of the troposphere 

wfüch is contained within the first 10 km. Unfortunately, this is the most difncult portion 

to mode1 as it is e f f d  by weather patterns, temperature, pressure, humidity, and 

satellite elevation (Qui, 1993). At Iow sateIlite elevations, the troosphheric enor can 

reach 30 m. 

By diEerencing observations the tropospheric em>r can be sigdicatltly reduced for short 

baselines. However, even for short baselines, if the height différence between the two 

antennas is signifïcantly dinerent, the tropospheric error can becorne a signifiant emr 

source (Shi and Cannon, 1995). 

Because the troposphere is nondispersive at fkquencies less than 30 GHz, dual fiequency 

meamremnits m o t  be used to cornpute the delay in the troposphere. Fortuaately, 

several models have been developed to cornpute this delay. 

The best hown models include the Hopfield model (Hopfielà, 1969), the mod5ed 

Hopfield model (Goad and Goodman, 1974), and the Saastamoinen model 

(Saastamoinen, 1973). Goad and Goodman (1974) have shown that the modined 



Hopfield mode1 giva the best results for low elevation sateIlites. The previously 

mentioned modeis give simiiar d t s  for satellites abve 20 degrees. 

The effect of the troposphere on carrier phase positioning and residuals is demonstrated 

in Shi and Cannon (1995) and Tiemeyer et ai. (1994). It was shown that when height 

ciifferences between the monitor and mver receivers vary up to 6000 m, the height ewrs  

due solely to the mposphere can rrach 5 m if not modeled It was also shown that an 

unmodelecl aoposphere can wntn'bute up to s e v d  centimetres to the d e r  phase 

residuds under the gïven circum~fazlces. Biases in the order of several metres due to the 

troposphere can have a detrimentai effect on d e r  phase! ambiguity resolution and it was 

shown in Tiemeyer et ai. (1994) that whai no tropospherïc modeling was implemented, 

the incorrect ambiguity of a new sateIlite entering the solution may be found even though 

d of the other ambiguities were correct before the new sateIlite. 

2.33 Ionospheric Error 

The ionosphere is the portion of the atmosphere in which fke electmns exist It ewnds 

fkom approximately 60 km to 400 km above the earth's suface. The effects of the 

ionosphere on waves with fkequencies greater than 100 MHz include gcoup delay, carrier 

phase advance, polarization rotation, angular refhction, and amplitude and phase 

scintillation (Lachapeiie, 1995). The most signincant factors af5ecting the ionosphere 

include the tirne of day, time of year, solar cycle, and geomagnetic latitude. The solar 

cycle was minimum in 1995, while the wlar maitim is expected to occur in 2001, which 

may have a significant impact on GPS. 

The group delay, which is eqyal in magnitude to the phase advance, is directly 

proportional to the total electron content and inversely proportional to the fkequency 



squared. The total electron content varies with the I d  the,  season, s o k  cycle, 

geomagnetic lathde, and nmspot activity (LachapeUe, 1995). 

The ionospheric er i~r  can be handled in one of three ways. Firstly, if dïfEerenced 

observations are used, the enor is sigdicantiy reduced, depending on the basehe length. 

Secondly, an ionospheric conection is broadcast with the aimanac daîa which can be used 

by sinde - ~ y  WSS. FWy,  if a dud frequency receiver is available, the 

ionospheric fkee pseudorange can be computed as foilows (Leick, 1995): 

while the ionospherk fke p b  can be cornputeci as 

Generally, a diffierencing technique is used to d u c e  the ionosphenc ewr. If the 

separdon between the monitor and rover is relatively large (>30 km is used in Neumann 

et al. (1996)), the ionospheric f k e  observable is ofhm used in combination with a 

differencing technique. Aside h m  the iacreased noise of the ionospheric fke phase, one 

major dtawback is that the ambiguities no longer retain theu integer properties. Thus, the 

ambiguities can only be estimateci as fioating numbers (Neumann a al., 1996). 

The effect of the ionosphere can be quite signiticant for large separations between the 

monitor and rover receiver. Shi and Cannon (1995) showed that the ionospheric effects 

are highly correlated with the receiver separation. The L1 RMS double difference phase 

residuals were show to increase up to 3.3 nn for distances up to 175 km wbile the height 

mors due to the ionosphere for the same distances w m  shown to reach 50 cm. 



2.3.4 Receiver Noise 

A generai d e  for miver  noise is that it is noxmaiiy less than 0.1% of the observable 

wavelength. For example, C/A code noise should be less than 3 m, P-code noise shouid 

be l e s  than 0.3 m, and L1 phase noise should be less than 0.0019 m. It was s h o w  in 

Cannon a al. (1993) that the RMS suigle difference Carnet phase noise for a low cost 

receiver ranged h m  0.9 to 2.0 mm. Weisenbitrger (1995) con6rmed these results for a 

sIlnilar receiver and also showed that the RMS code noise rauged fiom 0.6 to 2.3 m. 

Note that when Anti-Spoofing (AS) is on, receiver noise on the P-code and L2 phase may 

be significantly inc~ea~ed (see foUowing section). 

Several techniques are available to reduce the code noise (and multipath). This can be 

doue internally to the receiver by reducing the comlaîor spacing (Van Dierendonck 

1992) or extenially to the receiver by using a Cartier phase smoothing algorithm (Hatch, 

1982). For the example above by Weisenburger (1995), the RMS code noise was reduced 

to 0-09 m to 0.19 m- 

23.5 Seledive Aviürbülty and AmtiSpoofbg 

Selective availability (SA) is the intentional degradation of the navigational acciaacy by 

the United States Department of Defense. This is achieved through satefite clock 

dithering and degradation of the reported orbit parameters. At this point, SA is realized 

through the clock dithering, although this could change at any time. SA causes the single 

receiver positioning accuracy of GPS to be 100 rn ZDRMS in the horizontal and 120 m 

2DRMS in the vertical (Spilker, 1996). 

There are several ways to reduce the effects of SA. Firstiy, by differencing between 

receivers, the satellite dock emr is completely removed while the orbital emr is 



Anti-Spoofing (AS) is the denial of the P-code h u g h  encryptïon. 'Inis is done by the 

United S*ues Department of Defense to prevent hostile forces fiom jammhg the GPS 

signals. When the Ptode is encrypted, it becornes the Y-code. In order to utilize the Y- 

code, a codeless or semi-codeless receiver is needed (Van Dierendonck, 1994). 

There are two methods commonly used to get information k m  the L2 signal in the 

existence of AS (Van Dierendonck, 1994). These are a squaring technique and a cross- 

correlation technique. The squaring method is implemented by multiplying the received 

signai by itseif Thk results in a signal *ch is stripped of any moddated data 

(includhg the encrypted P-code) and is at twice the original kpency.  This higher 

m e n c y  signal presents a major drawback if ambiguity tesolution is one of the user 

goals. Also, the signal streogth suffiers a 30 dB loss. This results in the signal becoming 

more susceptible to jamming as weil as increased phase noise. The cross-comlation 

method is implemented by m g  the received L2 signal with slightly delayed L1 signal 

(the delay is required because the L2 signal is slowed more in the ionosphere). The 

mkhg piocess results in a signal which is again stripped of the codes and data, however, 

the fkquency is the difference between the LI and L2 hquencies (Le. the widelane). 

This is  an advmtage for carrier phase users. Also, because the P-code on L1 is 3 dB 

stronger than the P-code on L2, there is appmximately -a 1.25 dB increase over the 

quaring technique (Van Dierendonck, 1994). 

Both of the above mentioned techniques are codeless techniques, since the data is 

completely stripped h m  the carrier and pseudoranging is not possible. The bwledge 

of the approximate chipping rate of the encryption code can be used to our advantage. 

This is realized by reducing the preàetection bandwidth fiom 10 MHz to 500 kHi 



(Ashjaee and Lorenz, 1992). By introducïng a P-coder aided by the known CIA code, the 

encrypted Pcode can actuaiiy be tracked, lESUlting in Y-code pseudoranges (Van 

Dierendonck, 1994). This method can be combined with either the squaring or cross- 

correlation method to obtain phase measurements on L1 dong with the Y-code 

pseudoranges. Because of the reduced predetection bandwidtb, the signal to noise ratio is 

improved by another 13 dB compated to the signai to noise ratio for the 10 MHz 

bandwidth. Note that if AS was not implemented, a 50 Hz bandwidth could be used. 

These methods of obtauiing L2 phase information (especially through cross-comlation 

which resuits in the widelane fkqmcy) are very important for carrier phase ambiguity 

resolution (see later Chapters for compatison between duai fkqueflcy results and single 

bquency results). There are several drawbacks including the reduced signal strength, 

the increased phase noise, the increased susceptibility to jamming, and the increased 

receiver costs. 



CB[APTER3 

AMBIGUrrY RESOLUTION 

Ln order to achieve centimetre level positioning, it is necessary to make use of the cankr 

phase obsemhles and solve for the unknown d e r  phase integer ambiguities. For 

many appücations, this task must be done both quickly and reliably. Unfortunately, these 

two requirements are of conflicting nature, thus many different aigorithms have been 

developed in hopes of bdmcing both requirements. 

AU ambiguity resoiution strategies con& of three basic steps (see Figure 3.1). The first 

step is the determinaton of an initial approximate solution, which is generdy computed 

using either a carrier phase snoothed code solution (Lachapelle, 1992), or a Kalman 

nItered float solution (Ford and Neumana, 1994). The second step consists of the search 

strategy, which can be performed in either the position or ambiguity domain (Hein and 

Werner, 1995). The final step of arnbiguity resolution, which may be necessary if more 

than one possible ambiguity combinations exist, is the distinguishing test. This test is to 

determine which of the possible sets is the comct one. It shouid be noted that s e v d  

dinerent algorithms are given for each of these steps and rnany of the three steps can be 

used in diffetert cornbinations, depending upon the appiication at hand. 

Before describing several diBetent methods of ambiguity resolution, a general description 

of the two most commonly used estimation techniques (least squares and Kalman 

nItering) is given. 



3.1 Least Squares Esfimation 

As mentioned above, a starting point for the ambiguity search is needed. T'his is show 

in Figure 3.1 as the top box. In order to achieve the best possible solution of an 

overdetermined problem, least squares estimation can be useci. 

Estimatt Position, VeIoc& 
and Float Ambiguity States 
(Lcast SQuarcs or Kalman 

Filter) 

Position and Velacity (Least 

Figare 3.1 Ambiguity Estimation 



The lest squares parametric eqyations are reviewed below, however a more detailed 

derivation can be found in KrakiwsLy (1989). 

Assuming the unkriown parameters are related to the observables using a parametrie 

model: 

1 = f(r) .  (3-1) 

The state vector x is related to the observation vector 1 using the equatiom 
a 

%=sO +6 (3 -2) 

= -N-'= = -(A~C;~A)-'A~ crLn (3 -3) 

w =f(xO)-1 (3 -4) 

while the corrections to the observations, called the residuals, are given by 

and using the covariance law, the state covariance matruc becornes 

ci = BI-' =(AT c;'A)-' . (1 -7) 

Setting n to the number of observations and u to the number of unknowns, the paraxneters 

are defined as: 

E is the estimated state vector (uxl), 

xO is the initial approximaie state vector, 

1 is the observation vector (ml), 

A is the design rnatrix (nxu), 

6 is the correction vector (ml), 

N is the normal matrix (un), 

w is the misclosure vector (ml), 



P is the residual vector (ml), 

CE is the state covariance matrix (wu), 

C, is the covariance matrix ofthe obsmations (nxn). 

If the mathematical mode1 is non-linear (as is the case for GPS observations), it is 

necessary to linearize about a nominal state vaiue x, and iterate the solution until the 

correction vector 5 converges towards a zero threshold. 

The main assumptions of least squares are that the state vector is static (ic. not changing 

over the) and that d emns are Gaussian in nature- 

Figure 3.1 shows how least squares (or Kalman filtering) is appiied to ambipuity 

resolution It is used in both the top and bottom boxes in the figure. If the ambiguity 

Nites have not been fixed, these states, dong with the position and velocity states must 

be estimated. This is r e f d  to as the floating ambiguity solution. Once the integer 

ambiguities have been determined (bottom box in Figure 3.1), least squares (or Kaiman 

filtering) must again be implemented to obtain an optimal position and velocity solution- 

This is o h  refmed to as the nxed ambiguity solution. 

Kalman filtering can be thought of as an extension of least squares nom a static problem 

to a kinematic one. Thus, the state vector is no longer assumed to be a constant as in the 

case of leart squares, but is allowed to change over tirne. Again, only the basic equations 

will be presented. More complete derivations am be found in Ktakiwsky (1989) and 

Brown and Hwang (1992). Figure 3.1 shows where a Kalman filter would be 

implemented for ambiguity resolution. 

A KaIman nIter consists of two phases, update and prediction. The @te equations are 



K, = c;A:(A~c;A: +cJ1 

where & is the Kalman gain matrut at time (mm), 

1 is an identity mahYr (wu), 
- 

denotes a mat& or vectot before measurement update- 

The prediction quations are 

%*t = 0,% 

C L  =+ci+= +Q* 
where 4, is the transition maûk (mu) and 

Qk is the process noise matrix (uxu). 

The irnplementation of these equations is show11 in Figure 3.2. 

1 Initial esfimates 
20, CG 

J 

Predict Ahead Measurement Update 
%+l = 4k%' X, =x; +K,& -AX$ 

c,, = 4 w g 4 T  + Qr c, =(I-K,A,)c;, 
J I 

Figure 3.2 Kaiman Filtet 



For most navigation probIems, the dyoamics of the system are modeleci using a random 

walk mode1 or a Gauss-Markov modei, thus, the transition matrYE is easily obtained. 

Unforhinately, the process noise is not so easy to model and must fkquently be 

detennined by empirical means (Brown and Hwang, 1992). 

3 3  Float Solution 

An important part of any algorithm that relies on the output covariance matrix is the 

floating ambiguity solution. In this section, the float solution (show as the top box in 

Figure 3.1) is presented using a Kaiman filter. 

In order for the search algonthm to include the correct ambiguïty set, it is criticai for the 

filter state covariance matrix to accuraîely reflect the emrs m e n t  in the estimated 

states. N a d y ,  this can be çomewhat problematic as many of the mors such as 

multipath, residuai atrnospheric ermr. and res idd orbital ewrs are non-Gaussian, which 

may cause the covariance to become overly optimistic or overly pessimistic. Before 

describing such daails, the fIoat solution is developed ma the ma tic ail^^ 

Beginning with a constant velocity model (Lam and Cannon, 1996), the state vector is 

where w, SA, and Share the corrections to the latitude, longitude, and height states 

respectively. The dot above the panmeters represents the time derivative (ie. velocities 

in this case). and 6N is a c o d o n  to a double difference ambiguity state. Because the 

dynarnics of the systern were modeled as a r d o m  walk, the transition matrix is easily 

derived as 



where At is the difference between the c m t  time and a future time. The development 

of the design mat& A for both the pseudoranges and c d  phase observations is 

developed in the Appendix as well as in Cannon (199 1). 

As mentioned above, most mors encountered in GPS observations are not Gaussian in 

nature. One way to keep the filter h m  becoming overiy optimistic is to add process 

noise to the ambigu@ states and make the process noise on the position and velocity 

states siightly larger than their theoretical values. This may resuit in a consewative 

covariance mat& which is nonopamal, but it is less likely to cause mors in resolving 

the integer ambiguities. 

Also, adapting the process noises throughout the data set can be useful. The adaptive 

filtering can be approached in either a completely theoreîical way (Haykin, 1996), or by 

using a set of heuristidy derived algorithms. In the case of the GPS float solution the 

latter of the two can be implemented by processing many data sets and determining the 

best noise values as a fimction of baselines, varying receiver noises, and multipath 

conditions. A h ,  the noise values to be added to the velocity states cm be derived by 

inspecting the changes in the velocity states h m  the previous epochs. If the velocities 

change significantly, acceleration can be implied, thus, a significant amount of process 



noise should be ad&& On the othg band, ifvelocity States do not change h m  epoch to 

epoch, very little process noise needs to be added. Typicai values for the process noise 

added to the position and velocity states for a one second update are 0.2 m2 and 0.25 

m2/s2 respectiveiy. 

Blunders are another important fktor when dealing with GPS observations. One way to 

detect blunders is to look at the innovation sequence and the covariance of the 

innovations (Maybeck, 1994), ntmiely : 

In = 1, - A& (3.15) 

C, =A,CUA: +c, (3.16) 

where In is the innovation sequence (piedictecl residuals) and 

Cr is the covariance of the innovation sequence. 

Thus, ifthe s k  of the innovation sequence is larger than a given thnshold (30 as derived 

fiom C, matrix is often used), the corresponding observation caa either be deweighted or 

completely rejected. 

3.4 ErUting OTF Algorithm 

As previously mentioned, many different OTF ambiguity resolution algorithms have been 

developed Most of these consist of three main steps. These steps include the initial 

solution, the search procedure, and the distinguishing test. Diffierent approaches to each 

of these will be brkfly d e s c n i  in the foilowing subsections. 

3.4.1 Initial SoIution 

The initial solution is the first step in d g u i t y  resolution and is shown in Figure 3.1. It 

provides two pieces of important information. The first piece is an approximate state 

vector, which can be used as a stamng point for the arnbiguity searcfi, The second piece 



of information cornes fiom the output covariance matrix, which is used in some manner 

to define an ambiguity search c a u ~  

The initial solution is generally derivecl nom one of two different ways, either a d e r  

phase miwthed cade solution or a Kalman filtered solutior~ For situations in which an 

Uistantaneous ambiguity solution is not possible, a Kahm Kalmantered solution may be 

preferable to the least squarrs smoothed code soiution as it makes use of d previous 

information. Examples of using smoothed code for an initiai solution can be found in 

Hatch, (1990) and LacfiapeUe et- al. (1992), while examples of a Kalman filter can be 

found in Chen and Lachapelle (1994), Ford and Neumann (1994), and Lan and Cannon 

(1996). 

The second step shown in Figure 3.1 is the procedure of searching through aU of the 

possible ambiguîty combinations and determining which ones are feasible- The 

ambiguity search can be performed in either the position or ambiguity domain. Recent 

algorithms have concentrated on searching in the ambiguity domain. This is because 

when searching in the position domain, a very fine grid of points must be searched, thus 

the number of points to be searched within a given volume can be very large- 

S e v d  diffmnt search procedures are presented in the following pages. Each of these 

search procedures can be combined with any combination of the discrimination tests 

presented in the next section. 



Ambimitv Function Method (m 

A weii known search procedure in the position domain is the Ambiguïty Fmction 

Method (AFM). The AFM was originaily proposed by C o u n s e b  and Gourevitch 

(198 1) and later implemented by Remondi (1984) end Mader (1990). The mathematical 

formulation can be written as follows: 

where 
, iû is the real + imaginary = cos û + i sin 0 

K is the n u m k  of epochs, 

M is the number of satellites observed, 

j denotes the given sateUite. 

The calculated phase double différence is evaluated at coordinates contained inside a 

given search volume. The seatcb volume uscd by Remondi (1991) is Ma,, Ma,, and 

k4a,, where the standard deviaîions are obtained h m  the covariance matrix of the 

initiai code SOM&. 

Since it is only the real component of e " which is of interest, equation 3.17 reduces to 

When the AFM becomes greater than a predefined threshold, the correct ambiguities can 

be computed using the position conesponding to the largest AFM. 



An important advantage of the AFM is that it is not affected by cycle slips. This is 

because the seamh is in the position domain as opposed ta the ambiguity domain. The 

disadvantage ofthe AFM is that the N d  within the search volume (which can be derived 

nom the covariance matrix) must be very fine. This causes the number of points which 

must be searchecl to be very large and tirne consuming (Hein and Wemcr, 1995). 

The number o f  search algorithms Ïn the ambiguity domain far outnumber the procedures 

in the position domaie This is because the ambiguities must be integers, thus, there are 

exact iategers which can be searched, M e  if the position domain is to be searched, the 

grid which must be searched is not explicitly defhed. 

The simplest search aigorithm in the ambiguity domain is to compute the float 

ambiguities using either least squares or Kalman filter esûmat~ 
. * on (see Figrne 3.1), 

arbitrarily define a search area, and search ail possible combinations within that arca 

This, however, resuits in a very large number of possible combinations For example, if 

there are seven SateIlites, and the search ana is defined as It5 cycles, the resuit would be 

106 possible double difference combinations. Even with a very fast cornputer, checking 

this many possibilities would not be practical for real-time applications. 

An alternative to this method is the Fast Ambiguiîy Resolution Approach (FARA) as 

describeci by Frei and Beutler (1990) and Erickson (1992). This method involves 

computing the float solution and only analyzing the ambiguity combinations which pass 

two tests, namely, 



2 
%r6 =Je: +%j. 

1- a is the signifïcance level, 

O, is the standard deviaîion derived h m  the float solution, 

df is the d e p s  of &dom, 

5 ,  is student t distribution, 
Po is the probabiiay operator. 

AU ambiguity combinations passing both of the above tests are then again tested using a 

discrimination test (to be descri'bed in the next section). 

The disadvantage ofthe FARA method cornpared to the AFM method is that it is effected 

by cycle slips. On the other hand, because the FARA search is in the ambiguity domain, 

the grid of possibilities is not as dense as that of the AFM, thus the number of points to be 

s h e d  is smder. 

Least Sauares Search 

Another important search technique in the ambiguity domain is the least squares search 

(Hatch, 1991). In this procedure, a float solution is computed and a search is d e d  out 

using only four of the satellites, called the primary satellites. For each of the possible 

primary combinations, the integer ambiguities are solved for the remabhg (secondary) 

sateutes by using the position computed h m  the fixed primary satellites. The residuals 

for each of the combinations can then be computed and a discrimimtion test can be 

perfonned This method is more efficient than the method that searches all  possible 

ambiguities for all satellites because only the primary satellites combinations are checked. 



It shouid be noted @,achapeIle et. ai, 1992) that the Ieast squares method and AFM 

method are quivalent in that they both select the integer ambiguity combmation that 

minimiles the mm of the squared LeSidualS. The main disadvantage of this method is that 

it is extremely sensitive to bluders. Ifa blunder occurs on one of the pPimary sateIlites, 

the computed positions wili all be incorrect If  the blunder is large enough, it could cause 

the estimaed position to be so far fiom the tnie position that the correct ambiguities will 

not be searched. 

FASF - 

The Fast Ambiguity Search Filter, ouginally developed by Chen and Lachapelle (1994), 

has been selected for implementation in this thesis. The float solution was described in 

Section 3.3 and the Recursive Compuwion of Search Range strategy is descri'bed in the 

folIowing. 

Unlike the methods presented above, the Reciirsve Computation of Search Range 

(RSCR), which is the heart of the FASF algonthm, is recursive in nature. The 

ambiguities are assumed to be arrangecl in some order, Le. NI, Nb ..., N,, where n is the 

number of  ambiguity states. If Nl is considemi known, ail remaining states and 

covariances change, with the covariances getting d e r .  To demonstrate the recursive 

nature, consida Figure 3.3. The unbroken m w s  represent the floating ambiguities. The 

dashed arrow on the top graph represents a possible search point which lies within the 4 

sigma search area. If the test ambiguity is asnimed to be conect at this point, dl other 

ambiguities and their corresponding variances change. That is, if this ambiguity is 

assumed to be cotrect, the variance of the 0th- ambiguity states will decrease. 

Figure 3.3 shows this reduction. Also, the value of the following ambiguity is changed. 

If the test integer ambiguïties ambiguities are ail correct, the following new ambiguities 



(denoted by -) wiU get closer to th& conect integers. Even if one or more of the test 

ambiguities are set at the incorrect integer, the vafiances of  the foilowing new float 

ambiguities will k e q  getting smailer. If at any point in the test the new variance of the 

new Boat ambiguities doa  not include an integer, it can be assumed that an incomct 

integer was chosen for one or more of the previous ambiguities. In this case, the search 

can be aborted before a fidi set is found. This method d t s  in a minimal number of 

ambiguity sets which have ta be tested with a discrimination test and is very efficient 

because many of the possible sets do not need to be M y  searched. 

Figure 3.3 Effcet of RSCR an Ambigaitics 

Mathematidy, the a* parameter can be removed from the covariance matrix C, ushg 

the equations pu, 1995) 

CI = ci - c,,eT / (ci).* (3.24) 

- x =î-c,(N, - N , ) I ( c ~ ) ~ ~  
(3-25) 



B=Q+(N, -N,)I (ci).* (3 26)  

where f is the estimated parametem a f k  the nm pimeter has ken removed, 

is the nh coliunn of the covariance matrk, 

( c , ) ~  is the variance of the nm parameter which is to be moved, 

fi is the recmsively computeà sum ofsquared residuais. 

The recursive computation of the sum of squared residuals is another computatiod 

advantage of this method since the residuals are already cornputed once a complete set of 

integer ambiguities is f o d  

The number of points to be searcheci is the Iargest for the AFM search technique, 

followed by the FARA rndod,  the least squares method, and the FASF method. Note 

that this should not be the only characteristic used to select a search method. For 

example, if the user experienced a great deal of cycle slips, the AFM method may be the 

best choice since it is not effocted by cycle slips. Also, if the same distinguisbg test is 

used for each of these methods, the nimiber of epochs required to resolve the integer 

ambiguities wiU be M a r .  

Many other search procedures mch as Cholesky decomposition (Landau and Euler, 1992) 

and integer programming rnethods (Wei and Schwarz, 1995) have been developed. In the 

following section the LAMBDA method is descn'bed. 



3.3.3 LAMBDA Method 

The Least squares AMBiguity Decorrelation Adjustment (LAMBDA) developed by 

Teunissen (1993) is neither a distmgiiishug test or a search algoritbm, but a method to 

reparameterize the ambiguity states and theV conesponding covariance matrix. It can be 

used in mnjunction wîth any search technique which rearches in the ambiguity domain. 

The reparameterization is done in such a way that the ntunber of potentiai ambiguiîy sets 

is reduced. 

In general, the confidence eilïpsoid of an ambiguity state is extiffnely elongated due to 

the high correlation between the ambiguity states (see Figure 3.4). Unfortunately, when 

solving for ambiguities on the fly, only a very short period of observation is allowed, so 

the multi-dimensional confidence eUipsoid remains extremely elongated due to the high 

correlations between ambiguity states. The resuit of an extremely elongated eilipsoid is a 

Iarger search area. The main god of the LAMBDA method is to transform the ambiguity 
. .  . 

states in such a way that the correlation between them is minimized. In Figure 3.4, the 

confidence ellipses for a two dimensional case is shown. Although the actual area of the 

two ellipses rrmains the same before and a f k  the LAMBDA transformation, the 

corresponding area in the box around the second ellipse, which represent the =ch xea, 

becomes smaller as the ellipse approaches a sphere. 

Ifthe ambiguity covariance maük Ci, which is a subset of Ci, is decomposed in such a 

way that (de Jong and Tiberius, 1996) 

Ci = L~DL 

where L is a lower trianguiar ma* 

D isadiagonalmatrix, 

and a matrix Z could be found such that 



Before LAMBDA A f k  LAMBDA 

Figure 3.4 Confidence Ellipses and Search Regions 

4 = zTâ 
T T  C, = z'C,Z = Z L DLZ 

where 4 is the traasformed ambiguïties, 

Z is the transformation matrk, 

ii is the adjustecl ambiguïties, 

CE is the covariance matrix of the transformed ambiguities, 

the matrk Z could be selected such that it was equai to L-' *ch would remit in 

equation 3.29 reducing to Ci = D whicb has no comIation between ambiguities and thus 

a compieteiy spherical confidence ellipsoid. 

Unfortuaately, ttieze are three conditions which the Z-traasfo~mation must confonn to 

(Teunissen, 1994). The hrst is that the transformation must retain the integer values of 

the ambiguities. By selecting Z = L-' , this condition is not met. The second condition is 

that the transformation must preserve the volume of the multi-dimensional confidence 

ellipsoid. Finally, the product of all ambiguity variances mut  be reduced, otherwise 

there WU not be a reduction in the number of possible ambiguity combinations. This 

condition cornes h m  the fact that if the magnitude of the diagonal tcrms of a covariance 

matrix are reduced, the result is a reduction of the nondagona1 ternis. 



One of the transformations thM satisfies all of the rcquirements is the Gauss 

transformation For a two dimensional case, this transformation ain be represented as 

By setting a to - 12: - J full decoirclmion il vbieveâ d ode llrt two conditions are 

satisfïed. The fïrst condition, however, requks that a be an iateger. Thus, an 

approximation must be made by munding a to the nemest integer value. Findy, for 

maximum decorrelation, it may be necessazy to resarange the order of the ambiguities. 

For a complete multi-dimensionai description of the formation of the 2 matrix, see de 

Jong and Ti'berius (1 996). 

As previously mentioned, the LAMBDA method is a transformation of the arnbiguity 

States and a search algorithm is st i l l  required. The main advantage of the LAMBDA 

method is a reduction in the number of possible ambiguity combinations, resuiting nom 

the reduction in the product of the ambigudy variances. It should be noted that because 

of this reduction in the number of possible combinations (see Figure 8.3), the LAMBDA 

method is highly efficient for d- t ime app1ication.s. In tmns of reiiability, this method 

is still Iimited by the effectiveness of the test used to select the single correct set of 

integer arnbiguïties. A cornparison between the FASF algorithm and the LAMBDA 

augrnented FASF algorithm is given in Chapter 8. 

Determinhg the correct integer ambiguity set (out of many candidate sets) is perhaps the 

greatest challenge for OTF positioning. Ali methods use a test (or combination of tests) 

to try to isolate the correct ambiguity set. If the tests are too consemative, the ambiguïty 



resoIution may take too long, while if the tests are too optimistic, the reliabiiity of the 

d t s  may be sipniIicantly decreaPed 

One common test is the ratio test wbich is a cornparison of the d e s t  surn of squared 

residuals to the second smalfest, i.e. 

where 

QI is the d e s t  sum of squares of the residuais residuais in me-, 

O, is the second d e s t  sum of squares of the residuals in metres. 

Landau and Euler (1992) suggest a threshold of 2, though this may be somewhat 

optimistic for many operational envkonments. 

Another test used by Chen and Lachapelle (1994), Wei and Schwarz (1995), and Han and 

Rizos (1996) is 

T where $2' = (N, - N,) C; (N, - N,) 
Na, is a vector of the floating ambiguity states, 

Nifi is a vector of the potentid fixed ambiguity states, 

CN is the covariance matrix for the float ambigu& states. 

This test is actually very suni lar  to the ratio test in equation 3.3 1. It was show in Chen 

and Lachapeile (1 994) that: 

$2, = R,, +Q' (3 -34) 

where R, and R, are the sum of squareci residuals for the futed and float ambiguity 

solutions. Thus, the only différence between e@on 3.31 and 3.32 is a constant factor 

(the fioathg sum of squared residuals) which is added to both the numerator and 



denombator of equaoion 3.3 1. This meam that if identical tbresholds were wd for both 

tests, e t i o n  3 3 1 would be slightiy more conservarive than equation 3 -32. One of the 

advantages of using equation 3.32 is thai the nim of squarrd residuals can be wmputed 

recursively (Chen and Lachapelle, 1994). 

Wei and Schwan (1995) also recommend using the following criteria to idenw the 

correct ambiguity set: 

Q', c threstiold, . R', > threshold, (3.3 5)  

which is similar to equation 3.32 in that this can also be intexpreted as a ratio. There is, 

however a distinct difference between the ratio test in that the minimum nim of squared 

residuals must be below a given threshold In situations where the correct ambiguïty set 

is accidentally discarded, rhis test may offer more protection against choosing an 

incorrect set because an incorrect set may be larger than the given threshold 

AU of the above tests are based on the assumption that the observations are f k e  of 

blunders and biases. Unfiortunately. this is rarely tme in the case of GPS observations. 

The existence of multipath, aîznospheric, and other mrs cause effectiveness of these 

tests to be reduced. If d errors were truly Gaussian in nature, any of the above tests 

wouid be sunicient and each test d d  perform similar to one another if appropriate 

thresbolds were chosen. Two more sophisticated discrimination tests were developed by 

H a .  (1995) which make use of intemal and extemal reliability theory (Krakiwsky and 

Abousalem, 1993). By assuming that the true ambiguity set is the one with either the 

smallest or second smallest sum of squared residuals, the two sets undergo blunder 

detection to try and determine wbich set has the blunder (iicorrect ambiguity). Again, 

tbis method is based upon the assumption that only one blunder exists and that ail other 

errors are Gaussian in nature. 



In tbis chapter, the effects of d i n i t  mrs on OTF ambiguity resolution are 

investigated. This is achieved by aaalyzing &ta over various baselkie lengths and 

examining the residuals. The data sets are processed in two modes, the fïrst with aU 

satellites available and the second with a reduced sateIlite constellation. The reason for 

the anaiysis under a reduced geometry is to asses effect of the reduced geometry on both 

the number of epochs requVed for ambiguity resolution and the reiiability of the solution. 

The maximum baselines over which L1 ambiguity resolution can be achieved is 

presented, along with widelane results and the behavior of the tirne to resolution under 

varyhg conditions. 

4.1 Data Description 

Data were collected durhg the last two weeks of September 1996 along a straight portion 

of Highway #1 West of the Calgary city limits. A monitor station was first positioned 

relative to the known pillars on the roof of the engineering building at The University of 

Calgary. From this monitor station, sites were positioned at intervals of approximately 2 

km for the first 16 lun, followed by stations at distances of 20 km, 25 km, 30 kxn, 35 km, 

40 km, and 50 km. Each &ta set was collected under the same satellite constellation to 

ensure that geometry effects w m  consistent nwi one data set to the next. This was 

achieved by collecting data on sequentiai days (adjusted for the 236s dinmnce between 

the sol= and s i d d  &y). 
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The data sets were coliected using NovAtel ~ i ~ ~ e n n i u m ~  duai h p e n c y  xeceivers and 

chokering antennas mounted on tripods. hial firesuency nccivers were chosen so that 

widelaning could be performed The chokering antennas were selected in order to 

mhimize the muitipath e f f i .  AU data sets were collected at a rate of 1 Hz for a period 

Full Constellation Reduced Constellation 

Figure 4.1 Visible Sateüïtes 

To dow for a complete analysis, the observation window was chosen such that a large 

nwnber of satellites (Figure 4.1) was visible with low Dilution Of Precision (WP) 

(Figure 4-2)- 
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I 

Figure 4 3  Diiution of Precisioa for Fiin Constellation 
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Figure 4 3  Diïution Of Pwision for Reduced Constehtion 

To allow for analysis under a poorer geometry, sateIlites 6 and 3 were rejected nom the 

solution. These sateUites were chosen because the resulting DOPs (Figure 4.3) became 

considerably worse. 

4 2  Processing Software 

The software SFLY, which was developed by the author, is based on FLYKINTM, whkh 

is an OTF ambiguity reso1ution program written at The University of Calgary (Chen and 

Lachapelle, 1994). SFLY makes use of a Kalman fïiter for a float solution, the FASF 

search strategy, and the ratio test for the distinguishing test. It makes use of both 

pseudorange and carrier phase observations. 

The FASF search strategy used a 343 search range for each ambiguïty state. The 

distinguishing test was the ratio test given in equation (321). This test was chosen 

because it was easily computed in a nnirsive manna. The threshold wd was 4.0. This 

is a fairly high thrahold, comwbie with the main goal of the software which was 

reliabiiïty . 



It shouid be noted that a threshold was implemented for the maximum number of possible 

ambipuity combiaations to be searched If* were more t h a ~  2000 possible ambiguity 

combinaîions, the search was aborted and the float solution was used. The reasoning 

behind this is that i f  there are tw many possible wmbinations, the probabiiity of 

choosing the correct s01ution is l a s  Wrely. A h ,  this limits the computational brrrden. 

The drawback of usïng tius îkeshold is that it can increase the number of epochs mquired 

to resolve the integer ambiguities. 

In an attempt to minhize the number of blmders entering the filter, a method of 

checkhg innovation sequences was implemented Two measures of q d t y  control were 

ais0 implemented to eLlSUre that the chosen integer arnbîguities were indeed the correct 

ones. The first was a cornparison of the float solution with the nxed solution. If the fked 

ambiguity solution was not within the three sigma threshold of the float solution, the 

integers were assumed to be incorrect, and a new search was initiated. The second test 

was a residual test. If any residual exceeded a certain threshold, which was chosen 

depending upon the approximate badine length and observable, it was again assumed 

that the inconect ambiguities had been chosen and the search was reinitialized. The 

thresholds used are shown in Table 4.1. These values were decided upon after processing 

many data sets at various basehes. 

Table 4.1 Reaidoaï Tolerraces 

Baseliw (km) . 
<1 km 

1 >1 km 

Observable 

L 1 -0nly 

2.5 cm 

3.0 cm 

Widelane 

3.5 cm 

4-0 cm 



Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show the number of epochs required to m l v e  the ambiguities as a 

fùnction of basehe length using LI code and d e r  phase observables. Each line in the 

figure represents a different badine length. In generai, the longer baselines result in 

longer times q i iUed to resolve the integer ambiguities. 

S e v d  irreguiadties are apparent in the figures. First, the 14 Inn data in Figure 4 5  

seems to have a rather linear trend throughouî the graph. This indicates that the 

ambiguities are king solved for at approximately the same epoch regardiess of the 

starting point 

r 
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Figure 4.4 Ll Ambiguity Resolation Over Vvying Basches (Fuii Constellation) 
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Mer closely examining the data, it uns found that the remote receiver l o s  lock on ail 

satellites at approrrimately 1227. This caused the filter to reset the fioat solution and 

search procedure. Thus, although the start tirne may have been before this t h e ,  the filter 

was always the same a f k  12:27. The second irregularity appeared in the 6 km datê As 

shown in Figure 4.4, it does not follow the same general trend as the other baselines. 

Because this data was collected the same day as other data sets, it is not likeIy due to the 

monitor station data. The iine does, however, have somewhat of a sinusoidal trend which 

couid be due to multipath. Unfortunately, &er phase multipath i s  very difficult to 

isolate. Some indication can be fomd by analyzing the fixed ambiguity phase residuais. 

Figure 4.6 shows these residuals for satellite n u m k  3, wbich is a low elevation satellite. 

There are noticeable dips in the midual plot at approxhmtely the same times as the poor 

times to ambiguity resolution in Figure 4.4. This point was also near a large metallic 

road sign, which points to muitipath 

It should be noted that there is somewhat of a large residual at approxhately 12:20 

which suddenly &op to expected values. This is  due to satellites 22 and 6, which both 



drop below the ten de- cutoff at nearly the same tirne. Because of the two low 

sateUites, the residuals are somewhat larger tban afta these two satellites leave the 

solution. 

After 14 km for the fidl constellation, arnbiguity tesolution becornes extremely difficult 

The correct integer ambipuities either couid not be solved for at ail, or were solved 

incomctiyy In d cases, incorrect ambiguities are excludecl fiom the figures. 

Double DiiVbrenm Pha- Redduals For SV #3 

F i  4.6 Double Dineremce Phase Reid& For SV #3 

Figures 4.7 to 4.11 show the time to arnbiguity resolution as a f'unction of baseiine using 

L1 pseudorange and widelane carrier phase observables. Each figure shows several 

different baselines varyhg nom 2 km to 50 km. Note the scale change in Figure 4.1 1. In 

these figures it can be seen that under the given conditions, the d t s  seem to indicate 

that widelane data is l e s  sensitive to the monitor rover s e p d o n .  This is expected as 

the wavelength of the widelane is approximately 4.5 times greater than that of LI, thus, 

attnospheric mrs which are! large enough to cause problems for the much smaller LI 

wavelength will not have as great an effect on the widelane observable. Also, there is a 

peak at approxhately 12:OO local time for the 40 Imi and 50 km baseihes. This is the 

effect of several cycle slips at the monitor station. It is also noticeable that the plots 
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Figure 4.10 Widelane Ambiguity Resolution ûver V a m g  Baselines (Full 
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In seved instances, SFLY solved the incorrect integer ambiguities and detected these 

incorrect parameters before any output- This d t e d  in a filter reset which again can 

account for some of the larger times to resolution. 

Figures 4.12 and 4.13 show the time to ambiguity resolution as a hction of baseline 

length for the reduced geomeûy when using the L1 pseudorange and d e r  phase 

observables. These figures are quite similar to Figines 4.4 and 4.5. The 14 km baseliw 

is not included in the figure as the CO- arnbiguities were rarely found. Again, the 

baseline effect is obvious as the larger baselines redt in longer times to resolution. 
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Figure 4.13 LI Anibiguity Resolution Over Varying Baselines (Reduced 

Constellation) 

Figures 4.14 to 4.18 show the times to ambiguity resolution for the various baselines for 

the LI pseudorange and widelane d e r  phase observables. AU figures are for the 

reduced geometry case. Under the reduced geometxy, the baseline effects become more 



obvious. This is likeIy because there are l e s  observations for the enors to be s p d  

Fgire 4.14 Whlehne Ambiguity holution Over Vuying B a s e h  

(Reduced ConsteUation) 

Widelane Ambiguity Reaolution Over Va ying Barlines 
(Reduced Geometfy) 

Figure 4.15 Widelane Ambigaity Resoliition Over Varying Baselines 

(Reduced Constellation) 
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Figure 4.17 Widelane Ambiguïty Resolution Over V a m g  Baselines 
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Figure 4.18 Widelane Ambigoity Resolation Over Varying Buelines 

(Reduced Constellation) 

Figures 4.19 and 4.20 show how the percentage of incorrectly resolved ambiguities varies 

as a fiinction of baselim length. It can be seen that for the L1 case, the baselule length 

af5ects the time to resolution more than it effects the reliability of the solution. 
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F l î  4.19 L1 Percent Incometly Resobed Ambiguities 
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Figan 4.20 Widehiie Percent Ineometly Resoived Ambiguïties 

Under the given conditions using the SFLY soffware, the vuidelane solutions appeat to 

become more susceptibIe to incorrect ambiguities at longer baselines, especidy under the 

reduced geometry. This is most likely due to the differential atmospheric mors which 

begin to enter the observations. 

The influence of geometry on ambiguity resolution cornes in s e v d  different forms. 

First, the m;uUmum distance in which the ambiguities caa be comtly resolved is 

decreased. When using the L1-ody carrier phase observable under the given conditions, 

the ambiguities could ody be confidently resolved up to approximately 12 km for the 

reduced constellation while 14 km could be achieved for the fidl constellation. Second, 

the time to resolution becomes more unpredictable and irregular. This can be seen in 

Figures 4.14 to 4.18. 

Finally, Figures 4.19 and 4.20 show that the reliability of the resolution decreases. When 

poor geometric conditions are combineci with non-Gaussian mors such as multipath, as is 

the case for the 6 km baseLine, reliable ambiguity resolution becomes diff?cult- 



Figrires 421 and 4.22 show the RMS epochs to intega ambiguity mlution under both 

the fidi and reduced constellations for the Ll-only and the widelane cases rrspectively. It 

should be noted that the reduced geometry results for the 6 km and 14 km baselines are 

not shown in Figure 431. This is because so few correct ambiguities were found 

üuoughout the tests. The figures show that the t h e  to ambiguity resolution is not aiways 

shorter in better geometry- There are several reasoos for this. The £kt reason is 

discussed by Hatch (1991) and that Îs with poorer geometry (Le. less satellites), the 

number of integer combinations decreases. Thus, with less possibilities, the comct 

ambiguities may be easier to isolate in some cases. However, in other cases, because of 

the weaker geometry andlor mdtipath, the residuais from the incorrect ambiguity set may 

at times be d e r  than the residlzals h m  the correct set, thus making resolution take 

longer. Figure 4.23 shows how the sum of squared residuais varies as a hction of t h e  

for the situation shown in Figure 4 2  in which the DOPs are ideal- The correct ambiguity 

set is obvious and can be chosen quite quickly. 

Figure 4.21 Ll RMS Epochs to Resolution for Fuii and Reduced ConsteUations 
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Figure 4.22 Wideiane RMS Epochs to Resolution for F d i  and Reduceà 

Constebtions 

On the other han& in cases of poor geometry, as shown in Figure 43, the smallest sum of 

squated residuals may not always be the correct one. Figure 4.24 shows how the sum of 

squared residuals for both the correct ambiguity set and the second best ambiguity set 

vary. At approxhately 11:37, the incorrect ambiguities wouid have been chosen if the 

ratio test was iess than 2.0 as the inconect sum of squared residuals is sipnincantiy 

smaller than the correct surn of squared residuals. Unfortunately, in cases such as this, 

the ratio test may accept the incorrect integer set. 
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Figure 4.23 Sam of Squarecl Residuais When Cornet Ambigpities Chosen 
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Figure 4.24 S m  of Squared Raiduais When Incorrect Ambigaitics Could Be 

Chosen 

The effects of geometry on the reliability of choosing the correct ambîguities are shown 

in Figures 4.19,4.20, 4.25, and 4.26. Figures 4.19 and 420 show that the reliability of 

correct ambiguïty fixing is more a fmction of geometry than a fiiaction of baseiine 

length. Figures 435 and 4.26 were formed by breaking all  baseline data sets into five 

minute time intervals and taking the percent of the incorrect ambiguities fotmd for each 

interval. Both figures are for the reduced constellation shown in Figure 4.1. Because 

very few incorrect ambiguities were chosen for the full coostellation, sirnilar plots are not 

shown. Compariag Figure 4.26 to 4.3, it is obvious that the mjority of incorrect 

solutions occumd during the period of poorest geometry in the wuidelane case. The L1 

case does not show the same resuits. The emns seem to be more evenly spread 

throughout the data set The larger aumber of incorrect ambiguities found when the 

satellite consteliation was reduced must be due to a combination of fewer satellites and 

the effécts of multipaîh. The mson the L1 phase observable is affected more by the 

number of sateiiites than the achial geometry is because of the much shorter wavelengdi. 

With fewer observations for the non-Gaussian mors to be smoothed throughout, the 

enors (such as rnultipath) have a more siguifiant effect than when more satellites are 

available. 



Figare 4.25 L1 Percent Incorrect Ambiguity Resoluüon as a Function of Time - 
Reduced Constellation 
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As previously mentioned, both speed and reiiability are two concems for OTF ambiguity 

resolution. In order to m a x h k  both of these objectives, a two rover station 

configuration is proposeb By making use of two rovers, several constraints can be 

utilized, including a fïxed baseline between the two rovers, a heading constraint, a pitch 

coDStraiLlt, and an ambiguity corutraïnt Also, for the marine case a height coiistraint c m  

be implemented. Each of the mentioned consûairîts shall be descn'bed and the elements 

of the design matrix are derived. 

5.1 Dual Rover Constraints 

By using two roving receivers (Figure Sol), more geometric information becomes 

available and this information can be used to speed up ambiguity resolution and for 

quaiïty control. Firstly, when two roving anteanas are set up on a moving vehicle, the 

baseliw between these two is o h  precisely measund using a tape measure. Also, by 

fixing the ambiguities between the moving pair of rover stations, accurate heading and 

pitch information becomes available. Finally, the sum of a triangie of double dif5erence 

ambiguities mut surn to zero. The baseliw coastraint has been used in the past to aid the 

ambipuity resolution for attitude c i e t d o n  systems using GPS (Lu, 1995) whiie the 

ambiguity constraint has been uscd by Lachapelle et al. (1993) to aid the determination of 

the relative positions of airplanes. 

In order to w two rover stations, the state vector for the Kalrnan filter m u t  be expanded 

to include the position, velocity, and ambiguity states for both receivers, Le. 



where the subsctipts refer to the mver number and the supasrripts refer to the satellite 

Figure 5.1 Duai Rover Stations 

5.1.1 Fixing AmbQuitjes Between Moving Rover Pair 

In order to apply several of the constraints, the ambiguities must nrst be solved between 

the mving pair. It is assumed that the roving pair is rigidy fixeci with respect to one 

another, thus, a badine comtmint, and possibly a height constraint (described in 

following sections) can be applied, making the ambiguity resolution quicker and more 

reliable. If the roving pair is not fked with respect to one another, the ambiguities can 

still be resolved between the two, however, the baseline constraint cannot be used. 

To account for the moving "monito?', which is simply one of the rover pairs, a small 

modification to the Kalman filtering algorithm was implernented, When the state vector 

is projected ahead in tirne, the movement of the C'monitoi' must be accounted for. For 

example, if a ship is moving due est, and the predicted easting of the moving rover is 

lûm, but the moving monitor easting has changed by +4m, the predicted easting must be 

14m. 



The fixed baseline consiraint can be used in several ways including @ty wntrol by 

insuring the final f h d  arnbiguities resuit in the given baseiine, aiding in fixing 

ambiguities between the moving mver pair, and aiding in fixing ambigtities between the 

monitor and two mven. It is assumed that the fixed baseline length cornes fiom an 

external source, and not h m  fixing ambiguities and computing the baseline using GPS 

data. 

The mode1 for the fixed basehe constraint is 

where x, y, z, are the WGS84 mver station coordinates 

represent receivers 1 and 2 nspectively. 

(5-2) 

and the subscripts 1 and 2 

îhe  design matrix for this constraint, which is of dimension 
C 

1x11, becomes: 

1 

Assimiing that the approximate coordinates are close to the tme coordinates, the 

following can be derived (Cannon, 1991): 



a 
where RN = ,/- 

dl2 = ,/v 
a is the WGS 84 semimajor axis 

e2 is the first eccentricity. 

Naturaliy, the standard deviation depends on the externd method of measuring the 

baseliw. Typically, if a tape or chain is used, the baseline length should have a s m d  

standard deviation of about 1 cm. 



Before a h&g consttaiat (Figure 5.2) can be appiied, integer ambiguities must be fixed 

between the two rover stations. Once this is done, the heading between them can be 

considered known with the derived standard deviatioa Assuming a sphericai earth 

(which is vaIid if the baseline between the rover pair is small), the mathematicai mode1 

for heading becomes: 

nmote 1 

Figure 5.2 neadhg 

where E = (1, - L,)RCOS~,  

AN = ~(4b -+ I l  
R is a mean radius of the earth in metres 

and the design matrix is 

where the elements are 



Iostead of deriving the standard deviation directiy h m  the covariance law, an intuitive 

approach was taken. Given that the basehe between the rover pair is known, the heading 

standard deviation can be computed using 

where the O, is the standard deviation of the horizontal position of one rover with 

respect to the other. It can be seen that a longer basehe will resuit in smaller standard 

5.1.4 Pitch Constraint 

The pitch constraint is quite simila- to the heading constraint and the two are generally 

appüed together- Again, the ambiguities must be fixed between the roving pair before 

this constraint can be applied. The mathematical mode1 for the pitch constraint can be 

written as: 

while the design maîrix is 



the elements becorne 

Simiiar to the standard deviation for heading, the standard deviation for pitch can be 

found using the equation 

where a, is the standard deviation in the vertical position of one rover with respect to 

the otha. Again, a longer baseline will remit in a d e r  standard deviation. 



The finai duai mver constraint to be presented is the ambiguity constraint. The idea 

behind this constraint is that the srmi of a triangle of double différence ambiguiaes 

(Figure 5.3) is zero (Lachapelle, 1993, Lachapelie, 1994). The mathematical mode1 is 

f, =Amu -AN, +AVN,, = O .  (5.34) 

Assuming the ambiguities are hxcd between the roving pair, the nxu design xnatrix 

becomes 

~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 - 1  O O 0 1  

The input standard deviation of this constraint is theoretidy 0, however, a small number 

such as 0.00 1 cycles was used to avoid numerical problems. 

Figure 5.3 Ambiguity Cons-t 

The nnal constraint is a height consûaint. This conmaint is extremely useful in a marine 

environment where the height is generally well known. Because the height is the weakest 

component of GPS, this constraint is the most useful, however, it is only applicable to a 



few specific environments. Remondi (1992) discusses the use of beight constraints to 

M y  aid in rejectmg possibIe ambiguity sets. As will be showa, the proposed 

constraints are used to aid ambiguity fesolution in a diffaent manaer. 

The mathematicai mode1 for height cobstraints is 

fh = h 

while the 2xu design matrix is (referiing to eqyation 3.29) 

and the standard deviation of the constraint must be determined fkom the lmowledge of 

the height and dynamics of the vehicle. For example, if a ship was sailing in an area 

wheR the maxÎmum expected wave height h m  trough to crest is 3 rn, the appropriate 

standard deviation would be i. 05 m which is 1B of the maximum displacement fiom 

zero. In the case of reaquisition of the ambiguities, the standard deviation of the height 

constraint could be taken fiom the previous several minutes of data. 

53 Approximate Coordinates 

Che problem that arises with the baseiine, headiog, and pitch is the approximate values 

used in the design matrices. If the approximate values are poor, as is g e n d y  the case 

during the filter ~ a ~ l l - u p ,  the output covariance matrix aAet the constraints are applied 

may be skewed due to the nonlinear mathematicai models for these constraints. As an 

example, consider the baseline constraint. If the tnre and estimated coordinates are as 

shown in Figure 5.4, after the baseline constraint is applied, the newly estimated 

coordinates of both rovers are actuaiiy worse than before the constraint. The covariance 

ma* however, will show thM the acc- should have improved. 
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Figure 5.4 Effeft of Poor Approxhate Coordinates 

There are three ways of overcoming this problem. The first and moa rigomus method is 

to include the second order temis as done by Widnall (1972). The second method is to 

simply increase the input standard deviation of the constraint This rnethod works, but it 

does not really solve the problem. The final method is to simply wait several epochs 

while the filter warms up before applying the constraints. This is the method chosen 

since the heading and pitch c o ~ t s  cannot be appiied immediateiy because of the fact 

that the ambiguities must first be resolved between the two rovers. Thus, after the 

ambiguities between the rovers were ked, aii constmhts were applied. 

If this problem is ignored, the resulting covariance maeix output by the filter will be 

overly optimistic. This couid redt  in the incorrect ambiguities king chosen. 

As mentioned in previous chapters, the OTF software makes use of a Kalman fiiter and 

the FASF ambiguity resolution technique. Wah these algorithms in place, the simplest 



form of implementing the descnbed constraints is to tteat t h  as observations. Thus, at 

each epoch, if a height constraint is to be applied, an extra observation of the heigbt is 

added with the appropriate standard deviaiïom 

Udortunate1yy the heading, pitcb, and ambiguity consaaint cannot be applied uti l  the 

ambiguities are solved betaFeen the two rovers. This is g e n d y  very quick because of 

the fked baseline approach descfibed above. Also, m the case of a shipbome application 

or an application in which the pitch of the vehicle is expected to be minimal, the height of 

rover2 with respect to roverl will on the average k the same. Thus, the height of rover2 

can be constrained to the height of roverl with the standard deviation depending on the 

expected pitch of the ship. This wil l  speed up the resolution between the rover pair even 

more. in general, if a widelane observation is used, this ambiguity resolution is 

instantaneous, thus there is no waiting to apply al l  available constraints. 

5.5 Correlation Between Constrahts 

At first glance, it may seem that several of the above described constraints may have a 

relatively high correlation among one another. This, however, is not the case. Firstiy, the 

covariance between two measurements, x and y, is defineci as 

G, = i6x6y]  (5.38) 

where E[.] is the expectation operator and 6x and 6y are the measurernent enors which 

are considered to be zero mean white sequences. 

In the case of the ambiguity constraiat, the expected variance of the "observation" is zero, 

as explained in Section 5.1.5. Thus, the covariance b e e n  the ambiguity constraint and 

any other constraïnt must also be zero. Also, the conelation between the heading and 

pitch coDSttajIlts must also be zero shce they are orthogonal to one another. That is, if 

there is an error in pitch, it will have no effect on the error in the heading and vice versa 



Because it is assumed that the baseline between the two rovers k measured before the 

mission, this observation should also have no correIation with any other constraints. 

Again, an arot in the baseiine c o d t  wouid not have an efféct on the errors in any of 

the other constraints. Finally, the same Iogic appiies for the height wnstraint. 

It should be noted, however, that there may be some conelation due to the nonlinear 

effects ptesented by these c o ~ t s .  Because the constraints are not applied 

immediately (see Section 53), the nonlinearities should be mwimal. For the work done 

in this thesis, it is assume& however, that the co~lations are zero. 



CaAfTlER6 

CONSTRAINT TESTS, RESULTS, AND DATA ANALYSIS 

In order to determine the effectiveness of the previously descniïd constraints, severai 

marine tests were carrieci out In this chapta, the tests are described in detail foilowed by 

an analysis of the results for both Ll-ody and widelane data sets. To test the 

performance of the constraïnts undet a reduced geometry, one of the tests was purposely 

degraded by rejecting s e v d  satefites. 

6.1 Field Triai Description 

In order to test the validity of the constraints descnibed in the previous chapters, two data 

sets w e ~  collected The fïrst data set was recorded at a water reservoir in Calgary. Two 

NovAtel MiLLeimium dual fiquency receivers were mounted 5.86 m apart on a small 

vessel and another receiver was placed on the shore. The second data set was coliected 

on the Okanagan Lake near Kelowna, British Columbia In this w e ,  two NovAtel 

MiLLennium receivers were used on the vessel with Trimble 40OOSSi receivers set up in 

Kelowna and Peachland. The antennas mounted on the vessel were separated by 1 1.3 m. 

Chokering antennas were used with the MiLLennium receivm for both tests while a 

groundplane was used with the T a b l e  antennas in an attempt to keep muitipatb to a 

minhum. Aii &a was coUected at a rate of 1 Hz. 

The observeci satellite geom- plots for the Calgary, Kelowna, and Peachland stations 

are shown in Figures 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3 respectiveiy. Figures 6.4 and 6.6 show the vessel 

trajectories, wàile Figures 6.5 and 6.7 show the vessel heights versus time. 



Figure 6.1 Sateiiite Geometry in Calgary 
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Figare 6.3 Satellite Geometry in Peachbd 



Figure 6.4 Vasel Trajectoy - Calgary Triai 
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Figure 6.7 Vesse1 Height - Okanagan T M  

As shown in Figure 6.4, the trajectory taken in Calgary did not exceeded 2 km between 

the monitor and vesseI, M e  the separation between the Kelowna monitor and vessel 

ranged between 2 km and 18 km and the separation between the PeacMand rnonitor and 

vessel ranged between 20 km and 40 km 

Ail data was collected at a rate of 1 Hz while alI processing was done with a 10 degree 

elevation cutoff. 

6.2 Data Proccssing Approacb 

The processing software SEAFLY, which is an extension of the SFLY sofhvare discussed 

in Chaptex 4.2, was developed to ailow for two rover receivers to be mounted on a 

moving platform and for the previously described constmints to be appiïed. The main 

ambiguity resolution algorithm wnsists of a Kalman nIter, which allows for optimal 

estimation of the floating ambiguities, and the FASF method, previoudy described. The 

g e n d  flow of the program is shown in Figure 6.8. It can be seen that there are actuaily 

two filters nninmg at the same tirne. The primary fïiter nms between the monitor and the 

two rover stations while the secondary filter nuis between the two rover stations. Also, 

before any of the constrain& are applieà, it is necessary for the ambiguities to be fixed 



between the two mver stations. This is done to allow the filter to warm up to avoid 

problems with poor apptoximate coordinates (see section 5.3). Once the ambiguities 

have been k e d  baween the two mver stations, the heading and pitch are computed wen 

if no monitor is available. It should be noted thaî in orda to fix the ambiguîties between 

the monitor and rovers qwckly and rebably, a fixed badine co-t is also applied 

(not shown in figure). 

Along with the residual test and the cornpanSon of the &ed ambigtuty solution to the 

float soIution, two other quality checks were implemented The d t i n g  badine 

between the two rovers as computed with respect to the monitor had to agree with the 

known baseline. Also, the sum of all the double d i n i c e  ambiguities had to equal zero. 

If e i k  of these checks failed, the ambiguity semh was reset, 
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Figure 6.8 SEAFLY Flow of Control 



The number of possii1e ambiguity sets is directiy associateci with the ambiguity 

covariance matrur for the float soluîion. In order to demonstrate the effect of the 

constraints on the covariance matrix, the number of possible ambiguity sets for a triai in 

Kelowna is shown in Figure 6.9. It should be noted thrit a height constraint with a 

standard deMation of 0.5 m was used. The value of the constrahts becomes obvious in 

the figure. By applying aii constraints, the number of possible ambiguity sets in both the 

L 1 snly and the widelane cases are signifïcantly reduced. 

I 
i Possibk AmbiguÿSets With and WitZKnit 
1 Coirrtnirits for Wideiane and LI ûata 

Figure 6.9 Effeft of AU Constraints on the Number of Possible AmbigPity Sets for 

Widelane and L1 Data 

Thus, with the faster reduction in the numbet of ambiguity sets that are required to be 

searched, the ambiguity iesolution process can be done fâster. 

6.4 Effect of Constrajnts on DOPs 

Since the constrainfi eEect the solution in such a way that the number of possible 

ambiguity sets is reduced, it is worth while to inspect the effect of the constraints on the 

Dilution of Precisions (DOPs), which give an indication of the geometric strength of the 



solutio~~ In this case, however, the DûP vaiués shown in the Figrms below are actuaUy 

Relative Dilution of Precisions (RDOPs). The difference between DOPs and RDOPs is 

that DOPs are computed ushg the single point design mtrk whüe the RDOPs are 

computed the double différence design matrix. The reason RDOPs are presented is 

because a double Merence solution is usai ta apply several of the wnstraïnts, and in the 

case of the ambiguity comtraint, a double difference solution is necessarySazY 

The effect of the constraints are shown in the figures below. The ambigu& heading, and 

pitch constraints are not shown because they do not signiscantly effect the RDOPs. 

Figures 6.10 and 6.1 1 show the effects of the constraints on the RNDOP and REDOP 

respectively. It can be seen that in both cases, the baseline wnstraint causes the RDOPs 

to slightly decrease and also become noisier while the height constraint has a very minor 

effect The Rason for the minimal effect of the height constrain is that the height 

constmint should mostly effect the RVDOP. The b w h e  constraint a c W y  reduces the 

RNDOP and REDOP. This is likely because the relative position of one receiver with 

respect to the other is constrained to a sphere. The headhg and pitch constraints have no 

effect because they only constrain the relative position to an infinite plain. The RVDOP 

is not effected at all by any of the constraints other than the height 

Figure 6.10 Effect of Constr~aints on RNDOP 



Figure 6.12 E f f i  of Coutraînts on RVDOP 

In this case, the hnght has a more signifiaint efféct on the RVDOP c o m p d  to the other 

RDOPs, especialiy at the very end of the data set where the RVDOP of the unconstrained 

case becornes larger than two, while the height constrained RWOP remaios under one. 

In al l  cases, the effect of the constraints other than the height constraht are quite 

minimal. For the heading, pitch, and baseline constraints, this is because these 

constraints only constrain the relative positions on one receiver with respect to another. 

The ambiguity constraint has no effect on these RDûPs becaw it constrak the 

ambiguities, not the positions, thus, no improvement in RDOPs is appatent The height 



constraint is the most e M v e  of a i i  comûaïnts in reducing RDOPs because it directly 

assists the absolute height. 

6.5 Efféct of Comtmhts on Float Solution 

The e f f i  of the constrahts on the float solution is v a y  impomt because the float 

solution is used to steer the ambiguity searçh in the correct direction. If the float solution 

is incorrect or the estimated covariance for the float solution is overly optimistic, serious 

implications could arise. Ifeithet of these were to happen, the tuw to resolution could be 

slowed or the ambiguities may not be solvd In a severe case, the incorrect ambiguities 

may be chosen. Thus, it is important to be sine that the implementation of the constraints 

is done in such a way that the float solution and the estimatecl covariances reflect the m e  

solution. 

Figures 6.13 to 6.16 show the effect of aii  constraints compared to the unconstrained case 

on the latitude, longitude, height, and a selected ambiguity state respectively. The 

standard deviation of the height constraïnt was 0.5 m. In each of the figures, the outer 

envelopes represent the standard deviation (multiplied by two) output by the filter for the 

unconstrained case. The inner envelopes represent the standard deviation (multiplied by 

two) for the fully c o d e d  case. The thickest line is the solution output by the filter 

for the M y  constrained case while the remaining line is the solution output by the filter 

for the uncoIISfTailled case. 

The reference trajectory was cornputeci using a fixed ambiguity solution. The value of 

the c o ~ t s  is clear in all cases. The coIlStfaitlts cause the errors in both position and 

ambiguity -tes to decruise. This is also shown in the estimateâ 2 sigma envelopes. 

Figure 6.16 shows the reason for the decrease in possible ambiguity sets discussed in the 
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previous section. With reduced standard deviations on each of the ambigtity states, the 

number ofambiguity sets whicb m u t  be searcheci is decrrased. 

Figure 6.13 Effeet of ConstrPints on Float Solution for Latitude 
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Figure 6.14 Effect of Constrriints on Float Solution for Longitude 



Figure 6.15 Effet of Constrrints on Hoat Solution For Height 
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Figwe 6.16 Effeet of Constraints on Float Solution for Ambïgaity 

The effects of each individual constraint on the float soiution are not shown. In the 

latitude, longitude, and ambiguity cases, each comtraht demonstrated similar 

impmvements in both the estimaîed covariances and the absolute errors. The height, 

howeva, was effected very little by any of the constraints other than the height 

constraint. 



The tesuits of the t h e  tests are presented below. The statistics s h o w  in the graphs were 

formed by processing each data set many tirnes. Each time the data set was prucessed, 

the start time was incremented by 100s (Lachapelle, 1992). Once the entire data set had 

been processed, the RMS and mean epochs to ambiguity resolution were computed using 

aü of the resuits. 

Because the height constraint cm have a large variation in the input standard deviation 

depending on the wave conditions encountered, the sensitivity of the standard deviation 

must be analyzed Figures 6.17 and 6.18 show the effect of height constraints on the 

Calgary data set using Ll-only data and widelane data respectively. Similar mhs for 

the Kelowna data set are shown in Figures 6.19 and 6.20. The input heights for the 

Calgary and Kelowna cases wexe 106027 m and 332.05 m respectively. These values 

were found by examining Figures 6.5 and 6.7 and taking an average value. Generally, 

such information wil l  either have to be known beforehand otherwise the height constraint 

will oniy be usefiil if the ambiguities have been previously solved for and lost 

From Figures 6.17 to 6.20 it becomes obvious that the height constraint can be very 

significant when using both widelane and LI-only data. As the standard deviation of the 

height constraint was reduced, the amount of reduction compared to a slightly larger 

height constraint decreased for the Ll-only data The widelane case, however, shows 

linle improvement after the standard deviation is decreased below the 1 m level. This is 

because of the large wavelength of the widelane observable (Le. 86 cm). Once the height 

becomes hown at this level, the ambiguities becorne much easier to soive, thus, a 

smder standard deviation is of Iittie consequence. 



Figare 6.17 Height Constr;iiirt SensitÎvity Using Ll-ady Data - Ca- Case 

Figure 6.18 Height Coastirint SensitMty Using Wideiaae Data - Calgary Case 
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Figure 6.19 Height Constraint Sensitivity Using Ll-oniy Data - Kelowna Case 
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Figure 6.20 Heîght Co-t Sensitmty Using Wideiane Data - Keiowua Case 

The resuits fiom the Kelowna data show somewhat different redts compared to the 

Calgary case. Firstly, the effect of the slightly biased input height becomes obvious in 

the Llsnly case (Figure 6.19). Once the input standard deviation nil ls below 0.75 m, the 

time to resolution is generally longer than with a larges standard deviation. If the 

standard deviation is d e r  than 0.25 m, the constrained solution o h  takes longer to 

converge upon the correct integer ambiguities than the unconstrained solution. Thus, if a 

biased height is to be used as a constraint, the standard input deviation must k large 

enough to hide the bias in the measurement noise. In this case, the bias is appmximately 

10 cm for the last haif of the data set. Figure 6.19 shows tbat a 1 m height constraint 

performs quite weIi. 

A second cüscrepancy between the Calgary and Kelowna data sets is the percent 

improvement of the widelane cases. For the Caigary case, the improvement of a 0.75 m 

height constraint was appmlrimately 500%, while the Kelowna case only improved by 

200%. 

To investigate the effêct of the monitor rover separation on the height constraints the 

widelane data h m  Peachland was processed In this case, th= monitor rover separations 



varied betweai 20 km and 40 km as c o m p d  to the Kelowna case in which separatiolls 

rangecl between 2 Lm and 20 lan. The results are show11 in Figure 6.21. 

-- - - - - - 

Figure 6.21 Height Coiistraint Scnsitmtg Using Widehne Data - Peachland Case 

It can be seen that the effect of the height constraint is stiU signifiant over longer 

distances, however, the improvement is approximately 140%, which is less than both the 

Kelowna and Calgary cases. 

Thus, as the distance baween the monitor and rovers incrwses, the height coxstm.int 

begks to lose its effiveness. This is because at large monitor-rover separations, the 

height constrallit cannot speed up the convergence of the float solution by as much as at 

shorter distances, where the ambiguities converge quicker. 

It should be noted that because the number of satellites drops to 4 for a period of 

approximately 1000 s, the times to tesolution become artificially large. Ta remove this 

effect fiom Figure 6.21, all trials effected by this portion of the data were excluded fiom 

the statistics. A h ,  the Ll-only data for the Peachland case is not presented because 

ambiguity resolution on-the-fiy with Llonly data becomes very diBcult and unreliable 

for long monitor-rover separations. 



In both the Calgary aud the Okanagan cases, the wave conditions were very dm, thus 

small standard deviations could k eady tcstod In an oceanic situation, such calm 

conditions wouid not iikely be encomteted and larger standard deviaîions wouid be 

requlled. W1th very large waves, the height coastraint wouid quickly lose its 

effèctiveness because of the increased sbndard deviatios. However, in constncted 

watewys, where waves ere gmedy minimal, a height constraint with a 1 m standard 

deviation becomes reasonable and very effdve in decnasing the t h e  to resolve the 

integer ambiguities. 

6.6.2 Effects of Other Constraints on Ambibaity Resolution 

Figures 622 to 6.25 show the effects of diffiwnt individual constraints for both the L 1- 

only and widelane cases for Calgary and Kelowna while Figure 6.26 shows the widelane 

case for Peachland. As expected, the use of di constraints made a considerable impact on 

the time to arnbiguîty resolution. 

The baseline constraint appears to be the least help to the ambiguity tesolution process, 

whüe the height constraint is the most wful individual constraint assuming a fairly smaU 

standard deviation. 

O v e d ,  each case follows the same general pattern regarding the usefulness of 

constraints for ambiguity resolutio~~, 



Using Lloniy Data - Caigary Case 

6.23 Effcet of Various ConstrPints on Ambiguity Resolution 

Using Widehe Data - Cdgary Case 

Several discrepancies, however, do exist Firstiy, in Figure 623, the ambiguïty comtmht 

is of less importance than the badine constraht. This is probably due to the fact that the 

moaitor is always close to the rova stations, the geometry is excellent, and a widelane 

observable is king used 



Figure 6.24 Effect of Various Constrriints on Ambiguity Resolution 

Using Ll-oniy Data - Kelowna Case 
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Figure 6.25 Effeet of Various C o m ~ t s  on Ambiguity Resolution 

Using Wideiane Data - KeIowna Case 

Because of these reasons, the ambiguities converge very quickly, thus the constm.int 

results in a minimal gain. The second discrepancy is the height constraint in Figure 6.25. 

In al l  other cases, the RMS time to resolution using the height constraint is d e r  than 

all other constraints combined- Note that the mean height sti l l  fits the general trend- 



Figure 6.26 Effcct of Varioos Comtmbts on Ambispity Resolution 

Ushg Widehne Data - Peacbliod Case 

This means that there were a few epochs in the data set which caused the RMS of tbis 

constraht to become very large. If these epochs wtxe removed h m  the statistics, the 

constraint would fit the same general trend. Finally, in Figure 626 the effect of the 

baseline, heading and pitch, and ambiguity c o d t s  combined have very Little effect on 

the times ta ambiguity tesolution. This is because of the large distance separating the 

monitor and rover receivers. This shows that for long inter~receiver separations, in this 

test only the height constraint is of much use to decrwe the tirne to resoIution, while the 

other constraints can be more importaatly used as quality assurance of the comct integer 

ambiguities. 

Table 6.1 summarizes the improvement obtained by using ail of the previously described 

constraints. Comparing the Calgary case to the Olcanagan cases, it can be seen that the 

Calgary case shows a much greater overall Mprovement when the constraints are applied. 

ïhis is mainly due to the non-random effect of spatially comlated mors in the case of 

long monitor rovn separations. 



Table 6.1 Si immug of Resuits 

6.63 Effect of Constraints Under Reduced Geometry 

To assess the value of the constraints under a poorer geometry, the Calgary data was used 

with three satellites rejeaed h m  the solution to form the DOPs shown in Figure 6.27. 

Although the DOPs are still quite good, the number of sateIlites drops to only five for 

much of the data set, 

- - 

Figure 6.27 Reduced Sateilite Geometry for Caiga y 

A summary of the results are shown in Table 6.1. It c m  be seen that for the L1-only case, 

the improvement was greater under poorer geomhc conditions while the widelane 

observable showed a similar improvement relative ta the bill geometry case. 



The teliability of the comct integer ambiguities is a very important part of integer 

ambiguity resolutioa If the incorrect ambiguities are resolved, incorrect positions will be 

output, and because ambiguities are only mlved  if centîmetre level positionhg is 

needed, such an incorrect position muid have grave consequences. 

The discrimination tests descriid in Chapter 33.4 should in theory resuit in the correct 

ambiguity set being chosen Udortunately, each of the tests is formdated under the 

assumption that aü enws encountered in the GPS observations are Gaussian in nature- 

This assumption is not always true as multipath is always present and at long receiver 

separations, the diffierentid atmosphere and orbitai enors begin to add to the non- 

Gaussian enors. 

One of the advantages of using two or more rover receivers is that the relative 

information between them can be used to c o d m  whether or not the chosen integer 

ambiguity set is comct. The resulting relative positions of the two rover receivers fkom 

the primary nIter must agree with the relative positions output by the secondary filter. If 

either the baseline, the headiag, or the pitch do not match within a certain tolerance, it can 

be assumed that the incorrect ambiguity set has been chosen and the search should be 

reset Naturally, the secondary filter still d ê r s  nom multipath. The Merential 

atmospherk errors are generally not a problem, however, because of the very short 

basehe between the two rovas. Thus, the reliability of the secondary filter is the main 

limithg facor. Of course, the secondary filter can dso be checked for correct 

ambiguities using the k e d  baseline. 



In the Kelowaa data set, the Ll-only data processing d t e à  in an 80% success rate for 

hding the correct ambiguities without the constraints. Once the constraints were 

applied, this number increased to 95%, which is a 15% irnprovement in reiiabiiity over 

the unconsbrained case. No incorrect ambiguities were found when processing the 

widelane data 'The nduced geometry described previously d t e d  in only 1 incorrect 

ambiguity when processhg in Ll-only mode. Once the constraints were applied, no 

incorrect ambiguities were encumtered. 

When the incorrect ambiguities were encountered, they were often discovered within a 

short @od of time because of the checks desai id  in Chapter 6.2. Although it is still 

possible for an incorrect ambiguity set to pass all of the tests, after several epochs one or 

more ofthe tests are bound to fail causing the search to reset. 



CHAîTER 3 

MULTIPLE MONITOR STATIONS 

By using double differencing techniques and remalliing relatively close to the monitor 

station, d of the comlated emrs are either eIiminated or si@czultly reduced 'This 

Ieaves the unconeiated mors, i.e. multipath and receiver noise, as the dominant enor 

sources that effect ambiguîty resolutior~ In ;m atternpt to reduce these conelated emns, 

and in turn decrease the amount of time required for arnbigriisr resolution, a method of 

using multiple monitor stations was impiementeci- 

In this chapter, the method used will be descn'bed and the remlts showri. The redts of 

combining both multiple monitor stations and duai rover stations are presented, 

7.1 Mdtiple Monitor Station Adjrutment 

The method chosen to make use of the multipk monitor station &ta was nfit described in 

Raquet (1996) for networks within a d area The method was then extendeci to larger 

areas in Raqwt (1997). The apprwach taken is to use a least squares condition adjustment 

to d u c e  the uncorreiated enors witbin the network. The observations to each of the 

monitor station are nrSt adjusted. Then, with these adjusted monitor observations, one 

can simply use data fiom a singie c o d  monitor station to resolve the arnbiguities 

betwen it and the mver stations. The choice of monitor station is arbitrary as it was 

show in Raqyt  (1997) that after the monitor station observations have ken adjusted, 

each of the stations will give sirnila- results. 

In a condition adjustment, thue are no unknowns, only observations. That is: 



whese î is the adjusted observation vector. The adjusted observations are fomd using 

the equations 
A 

1=1+3 (7-2) 

where î = -c,B' (BC,BT)-' w (7-3) 

w = f(1) (7-4) 

and ~ = g  t 

B is caiied die observation design m a e  while w is ref& to as the misciosure vector. 

For the case at hand, an appropriate mathematid model must fïrst be found. Because the 

positions of the monitor stations are knowwn, it seems logical to implement a model that 

equates the obsemed ranges to the hown ranges. For the double 

pseudoranges, this becomes: 

where p is the measured pseudorange, pis the calculated range, i and j 

receivers, and x and y represent sateuites. It is assumed that the atmospheric 

zero. Thus, by expanding equation (7.6), one obtains: 

difference 

(7-6) 

represent 

errors are 

(7.7) 

Therefore, B is an mxn matrix filled witb either a O, 1, or -1 where n is the number of 

observations aud m is the number of mathematical models, The total n u m k  of 

mathematical models is the number of linearly independent possible combinations of 

receivers and satellites. That is, if n, is the number of satellites and n, is the number 

of receivers, there are (n, - 1)(n, - 1) linearly independent mathematical models. 



The misclosure vector w is simply the calculateci double difference ranges subtracted 

f?om the observed double diffhences. The misclosme is generaily nonmo. This is 

b u s e  of the existence of multipath and rezeiver noise within the observations. 

The double dif5ere~ce carrier phase observables caa be adjiined in a similar manner to 

the code observations. The phase Wvaient to w o n  (7.6) is 

f(î) = V A ~ F  +VAN? -VA# = 0. (7-8) 

Unfortuaateiy, in order to adjust the carrier phase observations, it is necessary to know 

the ambiguities. This is trivial for short baselines as the diffetence between the observed 

and calculateci phases can simply be romded to the nearest integer- For longer baselines, 

however, thïs is not the case as atmospherïc emns am uuw pseudorange mors larger 

than one cycle- Thus, rounding may not be possible and some oaier meam of resolving 

the correct integers must be found. Nahually, if a widelane observable is to be use& this 

becomes much Less of a problem. 

One of the criticai elements in this algorithm is the observation covariance rnatrix C, 

which shodd teflect the behavior of the errors. If the network is in a very small area (i.e. 

several kilometres) it can be assumed that there are no correlateci emrs and the matrur is 

diagonal. ûver larger distances, however, com&ited errors begin to cteep into the 

observations. For optimai d t s ,  these correlations must lx accounted for by filhg in 

the off diagonai terms in the C, rnatrur- Derîving these off diagonal elements is 

dependent on several factors inclipding the distance and direction h m  the mver to each 

of the monitor stations. nus, it is also necessary to know the rover position within 

seved kilometres to cornpute this matrix. The method for computing the off diagonal 

elements which is used in the redts that follow is presented in Raquet (1997). 

Using a condition adjustment and then processing the mver data with ody one of the 

monitor stations has several advantages over a single batch adjusmient. Firstly, any 



exïsting software can be wd to process the adjusted data as the iaformation from aii  of 

the rnonitors has ban usecl to adjust each monitor. Ah, no special hardware is required, 

other than the multiple refaena station isqpkment Finally, both the phase and code 

multipath and noise can be duced 

The one major dtawback of this method is that by adjusting the observations and then 

only using one monitor station, the ambiguity conditions between each pair of monitors 

and each rover (similar to Chapter 5.1.5) fanaot be used as either a constraïnt or a quaiity 

control measure. Thus, a smaU amount of information is lost. 

It shodd be noted that in order for the condition adjmûnent to be successfuZ it is 

necessary to h o w  the coordinates of the monitor stations with a very high accuracy. In 

the case of the phase adjtstment, the combhed effect of the phase noise and multipath is 

generdy of the order of several centimes. Thus, the coordinates of the monitor 

stations must be known better than this for the adjmiment to work effedvely (Vamer and 

Cannon, 1997). 

7.2 Data Description 

The data used to test the effectiveness of the algorithm described above is the same data 

set described in Chapter 6.1. Tbree monitor receivers were used. The positions of the 

monitor stations are shown dong with the reference trajectory in Figure 7.1, which is the 

same trajectory presented in Figure 6.6. As stated in Chapter 6.1, both the Peachland and 

Ke1ow-m stations were Trimble 400OSSi receivers with groundplane antemas. The 

Plains station consisted of a NovAtel MïLLennium receiver with a chokering antenna. 

Both receivers on the vesse1 were NovAtel MiLLemium receivers with chokering 

antennas. For ali following tests, it was assumed that the enors due to phase center 

stability (which will not cancel because of different antenna types) is negligible. 



The KeIowna and Peachland receivers wllected data at a ra?e of 1 H z  An enor occurred 

at the Plains reçeiver, howewr, and data was collecteci at a rate of 0.5 Hz Thus, half of 

the adjusted observations were generated using tlme monitor stations, while every other 

set of adjusted obserpations was generated h g  only two monitors. 

F i  7.1 Vesse1 Trajecto y 

7.3 Results and AnalysU 

To test the effectiveness of the algorithms presented above, a conditional adjutment was 

carrieci out followed by processing in the same manner presented in Chapter 6. Because 

of the long distance between the tbree monitor stations (= 40 km), only the widelane 

results are presented. 



1 ma of Multiple Yoniaors and ~ o m i n t l  o n w  

Figure 7.2 E f f d  of Multiple Moniton and Constnints on Ambigaity Resolution 

Figure 7.2 shows the effect of muitiple monitor stations on arnbiguity resolution. The 

nrst column shows the resuits i f  no coIlStraiLlts are applied and the Kelowna station is the 

sole monitor. The second column shows the results of using al l  monitor stations. By 

a d j h g  the monitor station observations using the condition adjutment, a noticeable 

amount of improvement becomes obvious as the RMS number of epochs required to 

resolve the ambiguities decreased by approhtely 60 epochs, which is a 22% reduction. 

The third and fourth columns show the effect of using all constraints, including a 0.75 m 

height constraint, on the tirne to ambiguity resolution. The use of three monitor stations 

as opposed to one teSulteci in a 29% demase in the RMS mean time to resolve the 

ambiguities. 

The results presented above show that the use of multiple monitor stations can be very 

valuable to ambiguity resolution. These results are a neady worst case scellario because 

the variances of both the code and phase war not reduced to reflecî the reduction in 

enors such as multipath and code noise which should have been rpduced because of the 

conditional adjustment. Figure 7.3 shows the effkct of reducing the code variance from 

16.0 m to 4.0 m and the wideiane phase variance fiom 0.0025 m to 0.0016 m. These 

numbers were selected by processing several sections of data with various different 



combinaîions of code and phase variances. The improvement over the resuits in Figure 

7.2 is again significant. 

Note that in Figure 73, the results for the case where only one monitor with reduced code 

and phase variances are also presented for cornparison pinposes In bath the 

imconstrained and M y  constrained cases, the RMS and mean number of epochs to 

integer ambiguity resoIution was de- (compared to Figure 7.2) by reducing the 

code and phase variances. The reiiability, however, is not shown in the figure. 

1 m e t  of Multiple Monitocr and Con~l in t r  on! i me j 
I 
f, Ambiguity Remlution (Reduced Code and io man j 

Pham Varianma) I 

! ,a, 

Figure 73 Effet of Muiüple Monitors and Comtraints on Ambignity Raolution 

(Reduced Code and Phase Variance) 

When di three monitor stations were wd, no incorrect ambiguities were f o u i  Thus, 

the reduction in time to arnbiguity resolution is likely due to the decrease in multipath 

and raceiver noise. The cases in which oniy one monitor station was used nsulted in 

decrease in reliability to a 93% and 95% success rate of conectly choosing the integer 

ambiguities for the unconstrained and constrained cases respectively. incorrect 

ambiguities are not acceptable, thus, reducing the variances O demase the time to 

ambiguity resolution is not an option. 



A srnnmary of the d t s  obiaineci are show11 in îabular fomi in Table 7.1. By USiflg thmx 

monitors and no constraints, the RMS epochs ta resoliuion is reduced by approxÜnately 

22%. The percent hnprovement of the constrained case is nearîy 29%. By malring use of 

ail available constraints and all tkee monitor stations, the total number of epochs 

required for ambigu@ resolution is duced by 7904 which is @te remarkable. 

At nrst glance, it seems that the pair of mver receivers is more effeaive than the three 

rnonitor stations as most of the reduction in time to ambiguity resoIution was stiU h m  

the constraints. This is not the case, however, as most of the reduction h m  the 

constrahts is due to the height constraint. 

Table 7.1 Siimmarg of Resuits Using Three Monitor Stations and Two Rovers 



CHAPTER8 

COMPARISON BETWEEN FASF AND LAMBDA AUGMENTED FASF 

In an attempt to assess the usefcliness of the LAMBDA method (see Chapter 3.3.3), the 

 orm mat ion aigorithm was hplemented iDtb the SFLY pmcessing software described 

in Chapter 4. The data chosen to be d y z e d  using the two techniques is the Calgary 

data set descr i i  in Caapter 6. The pcrfonnance of the two methods are compared under 

both the full geometry situation and the artificially reduced geometry situation- 

The full geometry can be seen in Figure 6.1 while the vesse1 trajectory c m  be seen in 

Figure 6.4. The performance of the L1 observable and the widelane observable is shown 

in Figures 8.1 and 8 2  respectively. 

From Figrne 8.1 it fan be seen that the LAMBDA method rnakes a Merence in the RMS 

time ta redution by approximateIy 20 s which is signifiant under these circumstances. 

These resdts, however, are somewhat &cial and in the foliowing paragraph, it will be 

show that the improvement is due to the limit placed upon the n u m k  of ambiguities 

the software checks before aborting the search because of too many possible ambiguity 

sets. The widelane pocessîng with the addition of LAMBDA showd very iittle 

improvement over the FASF only case. 



Figiue 8.1 Peflormmce of LAMBDA Method using Ll-ody Data 
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Figure 8.2 Performance of LAMBDA Method rshg Wideiane Data 

The Llsdy data was reprocessed using the same software describecl in Chapter 4, with 

the exception that the m h u m  number of possiile ambiguity sets before the seatch was 

aborted was raised to 10000. When this was done, the statistics shown in Figure 8.1 

wrresponding to the FASF processing approached the same level as the LAMBDA 

augment4 statistics. This shows that the differences between the statistics is mainly due 

to the approach taken in the processing. 

It was found that under ideal geometnc conditions with six or more satellites, the 

ambiguîties were ofkm fixed immediately after the number of possible ambiguity se%s feil 



below 2000 poss'biiities. In the case of the LAMBDA augmentai software, this occuned 

much sooner than the software which did not use the LAMBDA m e t h d  Thus, the 

LAMBDA method is vay efficient in reducing the number of possible ambiguity sets. 

Figure 8 3  is an example of how efficient the LAMBDA method is at redUCiIIg the 

number of possible ambiguity sets. It can k seen that the major advantage of using the 

LAMBDA metbod dong with the FASF method is the reduction in possible ambiguity 

sets during the f h t  several minutes of data processing. At appmximately 13:12 local 

tirne (about 20 seconds d e r  procashg began), the number of ambiguity sets to be 

searched is greater than 5000 when using FASF alone. The addition of the LAMBDA 

method reduces this number to about 1000. Thus, ifefficinicy and cornputer processing 

speed are required, the LAMBDA method can be quite valuable. Also, if an upper bound 

is placed on the number of ambiguities to be searched (as in Chapter 4.2) îhe LAMBDA 

method can resuit in the number of possible ambiguity sets falling below this threshold 

much quicker. In situations of good geometxy9 this c d d  result in shorter times to 

ambiguity resolution 

- - 

I ~ lfsct of LAMBDA on P d b l e  Ambiguity ~ e a  i 

Figure 8 3  EKet of LAMBDA on Possibk Ambiguity Sets 



8 3  Reduced Geametry 

The reduced geometry can be seen in Figure 6.19. The d t s  of the Llonly and 

widelane processing are shown in Figures 8.4 and 8.5 rrspectively. 
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Fi- 8.5 Pedormance of LAMBDA Method asing Wideiane Data - Reduced 

Geometry 

It can be seen in the figures that the LAMBDA method had M e  effeft on the RMS and 

mean times to ambiguity resolution. This is because the time to resolve the integer 



ambiguities is generaUy longer than the time needed to d u c e  the number of possible 

ambiguity sets below 2000. This also supports the d i s  obtained in Figures 8.1 and 

8.2- 

From the resuits presented it seems that the LAMBDA method is very efficient at 

reducing the number of possible ambiguity sets. This is very advantageous when red 

time processing is necessary as the amount of computing power is not as great for fewer 

possible ambigu& sets. If all ambiguity sets were searched, the mahod chosen, either 

FASF ody or LAMBDA augrnented FASF will generally not effect the tirne to resolve 

the ambiguities, only the processing time necessary for ali possibie sets to be checked. 

The effect of the LAMBDA method on ambiguity resolution when ail constraints are 

applied is very miaùiial. This is because the constraints cause the number of ambiguity 

sets to be reduced much quicker than without them (Chapter 6.2). The introduction of the 

LAMBDA rnethod simply causes the number of ambiguities to be reduced even quicker. 

As show above, this generally does not make ambiguity resolution quicker unless an 

upper boimd has been placed on the number of possible ambiguity sets to be searched. 



CHAPTER9 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMnhENnATIONS 

9.1 Conclusions 

Carrier phase ambiguity resolution is an extremely delicate process which requùes much 

care to ensure a qyick and reliaide solution. This process is dependent on many factors 

including the type of observable used, (widelane or L1 only), the satellite geometry, the 

number of satellites, and the monitor - rover separation. If an LI observable is use& the 

time to ambiguity resolution is affected mostly by the sepamtion between the monitor and 

rover receivers. The widelane, however, is much less sensitive to this separation for 

distances less than 35 km. Both the widelane and L1 only integer ambiguity resolution 

processes are affécted by a reduced number of sateIlites and poom geometry. In several 

cases, it was found that the ambiguities could be found quicker under the poorer 

geometry. This is because the number of possible ambiguity sets is signincantly 

decreased by less satellites. On the other hand, with the reduced geometry and fewer 

satefites, the fiequency of incorrect ambiguities was signincantly increased. As a 

consequence, it was shown that the number of incorrect ambiguities is h c t l y  conelated 

with the sateuite geometry. 

In an attempt to increase the reliability of the ambiguity resolution process and at the 

same time decrease the tùw to resoIution, several constrajnts weie tested. By using two 

rover receivers on a vesse1 which were fked with respect to one anothery four c o ~ t s  

were formed. These include heading, pitch, ambiguity, and baseline constraints. Because 

an emphasis was placed on navigation in a marine environment, a height constraint was 



dso wd From the marine tests used in this anaiysis, the following conclusions can be 

made: 

1) The SingIe most useful constraint was the height constraiat as it resulted in the larges 

decrease in tirne to ambiguity resolutiollc The effectiveness of the other constraints 

was mostiy dependent on the separation between the monitor and rover, with the type 

of phase obsmabie being a less important factor- 

2) As the distance betweea the monitor and rova stations increased, the usenilness of 

the baseline, heading, pitch, and ambiguity constraints decreased mtil they were of 

linle use to the ambiguity resoluîion proces. 

3) The basehe, heading, pitch, and arnbiguity constraints wrre very valuable as 

reliability checks once the ambiguities were resolved. That is, if an ambiguity set was 

chosen, but did not result in the CO- basehe, these were not the correct 

ambiguities- 

4) When ail possible coDStraiI1ts were applied and the separation between the monitor 

and rover receivers was kept unda 2 km, a widelane observable was use& and a near 

ideai consteUation was availabie, the RMS epochs to resolution for a given data set 

was reduced by 91%. #en a L1 only obsemable was usecl, the time to resolution 

was reduced by 79%. Under poorer geometric conditions, the constraînts &ted in a 

similar performance when using a widelane observable, while the percent reduction 

when using the L1 only case increased to 84%. In a more d s t i c  case where 

monitor mver separations ranged fbm 2 km to 20 lm, the pedonnance of the 

constraints was slightly less as the widelane and L1 observables resulted in a 70% and 

59% reduction in the RMS times to resolution. 



6) By adcihg severai monitor stations dong with the dual rover stations, the time to 

ambiguïty molution was fûrther decrreJed A method of adjusting a network of 

monitor stations developed by Raquet (1996) was used to help d u c e  the multipath 

and receiver noise of the monitor station observations. The effect of the multiple 

monitor station combïned with the c o ~ t s  for a *en data set was a dectrease in 

the amount of time reqirired to solve the integer ambiguities by approximately 79%, 

of which 70% was due to the constraints, and the remaining 9% can be attn'buted to 

the use of three monitor stations. 

7) The LAMBDA method is a very efficient means of reducing the number of possible 

ambiguity sets. However, it is still the ability of the discrimination test to choose the 

correct integers wbich determines when the correct ambiguity set can be chosen. The 

LAMBDA method was fond  to be extremely efficient, and thus an excellent tool for 

reai time applications. 

Based on the tesearch presented in this thesis, the foIlowing recomme11dations can be 

made: 

1) Some research is needed to gain more insight into O& possible statistid tests which 

could improve the reiiabüity of the distinpuishing test in the presence of colored 

noise. 

2) A more sophisticated method of choosing the maximum allowable residd for quality 

control than Table 4.1 may be usefbl for detecting incorrect ambiguities quicker. 



3) Fmther testing of the constrahts in environments other than a marine environment is 

recommended. The efféctiveness of the constraints in a more dynamic environment 

such as an airborne environment may give more insight into the behavior of the 

c o ~ t s .  

4) It i s  recommended that similia tests to those presented in this thesis be carriecl out in 

the year 2001 so that the effet of the ionosphere on ambiguity resolution can be 

examined, 

5) An investigation of the second order effects which affect the constraint is 

recommended. By irnplementing the rnethod presented by Widnall, (1972), the 

behavior of the effects may becorne clearer. 

6)  Since heading and pitch constraints were shown to be useful, the next step would be 

to incorporate a gyroscope, which once initialized, could sense heading or pitch. The 

use of differential baromedq could also be used as a means of obtaining a height 

constraint for situations in which the height is not constant. 

7) The incorporation of one or two more rova receivers would result in the attitude of 

the vehicle. Thus, the roll, as well as one or two more ambiguity constraints 

(dependhg on how many receivm are added) becorne available. An investigation of 

the impact of these additional constraints on ambiguity resolution is recommended. 

8) An investigation of the effects of the constraints on both the intenial and external 

reiiability is rezommended 

9) A more theoretical approach to the adaptive f i l t e ~ g  should be investigated. 



IO) The e f f i  of the ionosphm on the maximum achievabie baseline lengths should be 

analyzed in the future, preferably doser to 20001, when the soiar maximum is reached- 

Also, the effèct of the ionosplme on the constraints when ionospherk activity is 

mzucimum is recommended. 
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Appendix 

Derivation of Design Matror for GPS Observables 

The double difference design ma&k for GPS observables is defined as: 

where fis either the double ciifference pseudorange equation: 

or the double différence wuier phase equation: 

i is the im satellite, base is the base sateIlite, mon is the monitor receiver, and rem is the 

remote receiver. Note that it is assumet thaî al1 errors have been eiiminated by the 

differencing process or have bem appropriately modeled. Both double difference carrier 

phase and double difference pseudorange equations are the same with the exception of the 

given that (Schwarz and Krynski, 1992) 

and z=[(l-e2)~+h]sin# 



a is the d-major  axïs 

e is the first eccentricity 

the foilowing partial derivatives can be f o d  (Cannon, 1991) 

aY - = -(N + h) si..+ sin h 
3 



where 




